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Abstract
In this paper a Lefschetz formula is proved for the geodesic flow of a compact
locally symmetric space. The flow is described in terms of actions of split tori
of various dimensions and the geometric side of the Lefschetz formula is a sum
over closed geodesics which correspond to a given torus. The cohomological side
is given in terms of Lie algebra cohomology.
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Introduction
In this paper we prove a Lefschetz formula for the geodesic flow of a compact
locally symmetric space. The first case of such a formula appears in [21], were
it is proved for compact quotients of symmetric spaces of rank one. In higher
rank, the geodesic flow extends to an action of a higher dimensional torus on the
sphere bundle. The sphere bundle itself carries a stratification according to the
orbit type and the Lefschetz formula is formulated for each stratum separately.
In the first section we fix notation and collect some prerequisites, most of them
going back to Harish-Chandra’s work. In section 2 we construct Euler-Poincare´
functions in a more general setting as in the literature. The Selberg trace
formula is given in section 3. Finally, in section 4 we formulate and prove the
Lefschetz formula which connects geometric information on closed orbits with
spectral data from the action of the flow on Lie algebra cohomology.
This formula can be used to show that Zeta functions of Selberg type have
an analytic continuation if the torus is one dimensional (within a higher rank
group). But the Lefschetz formula gives valuable information for each dimen-
sion. A weaker version of the highest dimensional case has been used in [9] to
derive asymptotic formulae for the length distribution of closed geodesics.
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1 Prerequisites
In this section we collect some facts from literature which will be needed in the
sequel. Proofs will only be given by sketches or references.
1.1 Notations
We denote Lie groups by upper case roman letters G,H,K, . . . and the corre-
sponding real Lie algebras by lower case German letters with index 0, that is:
g0, h0, k0, . . . . The complexified Lie algebras will be denoted by g, h, k, . . . , so,
for example: g = g0 ⊗R C.
For a Lie group L with Lie algebra l0 let Ad : L → GL(l0) be the adjoint
representation ([5] III.3.12). By definition, Ad(g) is the differential of the map
x 7→ gxg−1 at the point x = e. Then Ad(g) is a Lie algebra automorphism of
g0. A Lie group L is said to be of inner type if Ad(L) lies in the complex adjoint
group of the Lie algebra l.
A real Lie group G is said to be a real reductive group if there is a linear
algebraic group G defined over R which is reductive as an algebraic group [3]
and a morphism α : G→ G(R) with finite kernel and cokernel (Since we do not
insist that the image of α is normal the latter condition means that im(α) has
finite index in G(R)). This implies in particular that G has only finitely many
connected components ([3] 24.6.c).
A real reductive group G has a maximal compact subgroup K which meets
every connected component. The group G is of inner type if and only if Ad(K)
lies in the complex adjoint group of g.
Note that any real reductive group G of inner type is of Harish-Chandra class,
i.e., G is of inner type, the Lie algebra g0 of G is reductive, G has finitely many
connected components and the connected subgroup G0der corresponding to the
Lie subalgebra [g0, g0] has finite center.
The following are of importance:
• a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center is a real reductive
group of inner type ([31] 2.1.3),
• if G is a real reductive group of inner type and P =MAN is the Langlands
decomposition ([31] 2.2.7) of a parabolic subgroup then the groupsM and
AM are real reductive of inner type ([31] 2.2.8)
The usual terminology of algebraic groups carries over to real reductive groups,
for example a torus (or a Cartan subgroup) in G is the inverse image of (the
real points of) a torus or a Cartan subgroup in G(R). An element of G will be
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called semisimple if it lies in some torus of G. The split component of G is the
identity component of the greatest split torus in the center of G. Note that for
a real reductive group the Cartan subgroups are precisely the maximal tori.
Let G be a real reductive group then there exists a Cartan involution i.e., an
automorphism θ of G satisfying θ2 = Id whose fixed point set is a maximal
compact subgroupK and which is the inverse (a 7→ a−1) on the split component
of G. All Cartan involutions are conjugate under automorphisms of G.
Fix a Cartan involution θ with fixed point set equal to the maximal compact
subgroup K and let k0 be the Lie algebra of K. The group K acts on g0 via
the adjoint representation and there is a K-stable decomposition g0 = k0 ⊕ p0,
where p0 is the eigenspace of (the differential of) θ to the eigenvalue −1. Write
g = k⊕ p for the complexification. This is called the Cartan decomposition.
Lemma 1.1 There is a symmetric bilinear form B : g0 × g0 → R such that
• B is invariant, that is B(Ad(g)X,Ad(g)Y ) = B(X,Y ) for all g ∈ G and
all X,Y ∈ g0 and
• B is negative definite on k0 and positive definite on its orthocomplement
p0 = k
⊥
0 ⊂ g0.
Proof: For X ∈ g0 let ad(X) : g0 → g0 be the adjoint defined by ad(X)Y =
[X,Y ]. Since for g ∈ G the map Ad(g) is a Lie algebra homomorphism we infer
that ad(Ad(g)X) = Ad(g)ad(X)Ad(g)−1 and therefore the Killing form
BK(X,Y ) = tr (ad(X)ad(Y ))
is invariant. It is known that if BK is nondegenerate, i.e., g0 is semisimple,
then B = BK satisfies the claims of the lemma. In the general case we have
g0 = a0⊕c0⊕g
′
0, where a0⊕c0 is the center of g0 and g
′
0 its derived algebra, which
is semisimple and so BK |g′
0
is nondegenerate, whereas BK |a0⊕c0 = 0. Further
c0 is the eigenspace of θ in the center of g0 corresponding to the eigenvalue 1
whereas a0 is the eigenspace of −1. For g ∈ G the adjoint Ad(g) is easily seen to
preserve a0 and c0, so we get a representation ρ : G → GL(a0)×GL(c0). This
representation is trivial on the connected component G0 of G hence it factors
over the finite group G/G0. Therefore there is a positive definite symmetric
bilinear form Ba on a0 which is invariant under Adc and similarly a negative
definite symmetric bilinear form Bc on c0 which is invariant. Let
B = Ba ⊕Bc ⊕BK |g′
0
.
Then B satisfies the claims of the lemma. 
Let U(g0) be the universal enveloping algebra of g0. It can be constructed as
the quotient of the tensorial algebra
T (g0) = R⊕ g0 ⊕ (g0 ⊗ g0)⊕ . . .
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by the two-sided ideal generated by all elements of the form X ⊗ Y − Y ⊗X −
[X,Y ], where X,Y ∈ g0.
The algebra U(g0) can be identified with the R-algebra of all left invariant
differential operators onG. Let g = g0⊗C be the complexification of g0 and U(g)
be its universal enveloping algebra which is the same as the complexification of
U(g0). Then g is a subspace of U(g) which generates U(g) as an algebra and
any Lie algebra representation of g extends uniquely to a representation of the
associative algebra U(g).
The form B gives an identification of g0 with its dual space g
∗
0. On the other
hand B defines an element in g∗0⊗g
∗
0. Thus we get a natural element in g0⊗g0 ⊂
T (g0). The image C of this element in U(g0) is called the Casimir operator
attached to B. It is a differential operator of order two and it lies in the center
of U(g0). In an more concrete way the Casimir operator can be described as
follows: Let X1, . . . , Xm be a basis of g0 and let Y1, . . . , Ym be the dual basis
with respect to the form B then the Casimir operator is given by
C = X1Y1 + · · ·+XmYm.
We have
Lemma 1.2 For any g ∈ G the Casimir operator is invariant under Ad(g),
that is Ad(g)C = C.
Proof: This follows from the invariance of B 
Let X denote the quotient manifold G/K. The tangent space at eK identifies
with p0 and the form B gives a K-invariant positive definite inner product on
this space. Translating this by elements of G defines a G-invariant Riemannian
metric on X . This makes X the most general globally symmetric space of the
noncompact type [19].
Let Gˆ denote the unitary dual of G, i.e., Gˆ is the set of isomorphism classes of
irreducible unitary representations of G.
Let (π, Vpi) be a continuous representation of G on some Banach space Vpi . The
subspace V∞pi of smooth vectors is defined to be the subspace of Vpi consisting
of all v ∈ Vpi such that the map g 7→ π(g)v is smooth. The universal enveloping
algebra U(g) operates on V∞pi via
π(X) : v 7→ Xg(π(g)v) |g=e
for X in g.
A (g,K)-module is by definition a complex vector space V which is a K-module
such that for each v ∈ V the space spanned by the orbit K.v is finite dimen-
sional. Further V is supposed to be a g-module and the following compatibility
conditions should be satisfied:
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• for Y ∈ k ⊂ g and v ∈ V it holds
Y.v =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
exp(tY ).v,
• for k ∈ K, X ∈ g and v ∈ V we have
k.X.v = Ad(k)X.k.v.
A (g,K)-module V is called irreducible or simple if it has no proper submodules
and it is called of finite length if there is a finite filtration
0 = V0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn = V
of submodules such that each quotient Vj/Vj−1 is irreducible. Further V is
called admissible if for each τ ∈ Kˆ the space HomK(τ, V ) is finite dimensional.
An admissible (g,K)-module of finite length is called a Harish-Chandra module.
Now let (π, Vpi) again be a Banach representation of G. For each τ ∈ Kˆ let
Vpi(τ) denote the isotypical component of τ , i.e., Vpi(τ) is the image of the map
HomK(Vτ , Vpi)⊗ Vτ → Vpi,
(α, v) 7→ α(v).
Let Vpi,K be the subspace of Vpi consisting of all vectors v ∈ Vpi such that the
K-orbit π(K)v spans a finite dimensional space. Then Vpi,K is called the space
of K-finite vectors in Vpi. The space Vpi,K is no longer a G-module but remains
a K-module. Further the space V∞pi,K = Vpi,K ∩ V
∞
pi is dense in Vpi,K and is
stable under K, so V∞pi,K is a (g,K)-module. By abuse of notation we will often
write π instead of Vpi and π
∞
K instead of V
∞
pi,K . The representation π is called
admissible if π∞K is. In that case we have π
∞
K = πK since a dense subspace of a
finite dimensional space equals the entire space. So then πK is a (g,K)-module.
Further, the representation π is called a Harish-Chandra representation if πK is
a Harish-Chandra module.
Lemma 1.3 Let (π, Vpi) be an irreducible admissible representation of G then
the Casimir operator C acts on V∞pi by a scalar denoted π(C).
Proof: By the formula π(g)π(C)π(g)−1 = π(Ad(g)C) and Lemma 1.2 we infer
that π(C) commutes with π(g) for every g ∈ G. Therefore the claim follows
from the Lemma of Schur ([31] 3.3.2). 
Any f ∈ L1(G) will define a continuous operator
π(f) =
∫
G
f(x)π(x)dx
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on Vpi .
Let N be a natural number and let L12N(G) be the set of all f ∈ C
2N (G) which
satisfy Df ∈ L1(G) for any D ∈ U(g) with deg(D) ≤ 2N .
Lemma 1.4 Let N be an integer > dimG2 . Let f ∈ L
1
2N (G) then for any
irreducible unitary representation π of G the operator π(f) will be of trace class.
Proof: Let C denote the Casimir operator of G and let CK be the Casimir
operator of K. Let △ = −C + 2CK ∈ U(g) the group Laplacian. It is known
that for some a > 0 the operator π(△ + a) is positive and π(△ + a)−N is of
trace class. Let g = (△+ a)Nf then g ∈ L1(G), so π(g) is defined and gives a
continuous linear operator on Vpi. We infer that π(f) = π(△ + a)
−Nπ(g) is of
trace class. 
Finally we need some more notation. The form 〈X,Y 〉 = −B(X, θ(Y )) is pos-
itive definite on g0 and therefore induces a positive definite left invariant top
differential form ωL on any closed subgroup L of G. If L is compact we set
v(L) =
∫
L
ωL.
Let H = AB be a θ-stable Cartan subgroup where A is the connected split
component of H and B is compact. The double use of the letter B here will not
cause any confusion. Then B ⊂ K. Let Φ denote the root system of (g, h), where
g and h are the complexified Lie algebras of G and H . Let g = h ⊕
⊕
α∈Φ gα
be the root space decomposition. Let x → xc denote the complex conjugation
on g with respect to the real form g0 = Lie(G). A root α is called imaginary if
αc = −α and it is called real if αc = α. Every root space gα is one dimensional
and has a generator Xα satisfying:
[Xα, X−α] = Yα with α(.) = B(Yα, .)
B(Xα, X−α) = 1
and Xcα = Xαc if α is non-imaginary and X
c
α = ±X−α if α is imaginary. An
imaginary root α is called compact if Xcα = −X−α and noncompact otherwise.
Let Φn be the set of noncompact imaginary roots and choose a set Φ
+ of positive
roots such that for α ∈ Φ+ nonimaginary we have that αc ∈ Φ+. Let W =
W (G,H) be the Weyl group of (G,H), that is
W =
normalizer(H)
centralizer(H)
.
Let rkR(G) be the dimension of a maximal R-split torus in G and let ν =
dimG/K − rkR(G). We define the Harish-Chandra constant of G by
cG = (−1)
|Φ+n |(2π)|Φ
+|2ν/2
v(T )
v(K)
|W |.
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1.2 Normalization of Haar measures
Although the results will not depend on normalizations we will need to normalize
Haar measures for the computations along the way. First for any compact
subgroup C ⊂ G we normalize its Haar measure so that it has total mass one,
i.e., vol(C) = 1. Next let H ⊂ G be a reductive subgroup, and let θH be a
Cartan involution on H with fixed point set KH . The same way as for G itself
the form B restricted to the Lie algebra of H induces a Riemannian metric on
the manifold XH = H/KH . Let dx denote the volume element of that metric.
We get a Haar measure on H by defining∫
H
f(h)dh =
∫
XH
∫
KH
f(xk)dkdx
for any continuous function of compact support f on H .
Let P ⊂ G be a parabolic subgroup of G (see [31] 2.2). Let P = MAN be the
Langlands decomposition of P . Then M and A are reductive, so there Haar
measures can be normalized as above. Since G = PK = MANK there is a
unique Haar measure dn on the unipotent radical N such that for any constant
function f of compact support on G it holds:∫
G
f(x)dx =
∫
M
∫
A
∫
N
∫
K
f(mank)dkdndadm.
Note that these normalizations coincide for Levi subgroups with the ones met
by Harish-Chandra in ([15] sect. 7).
1.3 Invariant distributions
In this section we shall throughout assume that G is a real reductive group
of inner type. A distribution T on G, i.e., a continuous linear functional T :
C∞c (G) → C is called invariant if for any f ∈ C
∞
c (G) and any y ∈ G it holds:
T (fy) = T (f), where fy(x) = f(yxy−1). Examples are:
• orbital integrals: f 7→ Og(f) =
∫
Gg\G
f(x−1gx)dx and
• traces: f 7→ tr π(f) for π ∈ Gˆ.
These two examples can each be expressed in terms of the other. Firstly, Harish-
Chandra proved that for any π ∈ Gˆ there exists a conjugation invariant locally
integrable function Θpi on G such that for any f ∈ C
∞
c (G)
tr π(f) =
∫
G
f(x)Θpi(x)dx.
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Recall the Weyl integration formula which says that for any integrable function
ϕ on G we have∫
G
ϕ(x)dx =
r∑
j=1
1
|W (G,Hj)|
∫
Hj
∫
G/Hj
ϕ(xhx−1)|det(1 − h|g/hj)|dxdh,
where H1, . . . , Hr is a maximal set of nonconjugate Cartan subgroups in G and
for each Cartan subgroup H we let W (G,H) denote its Weyl group, i.e., the
quotient of the normalizer of H in G by its centralizer.
An element x of G is called regular if its centralizer is a Cartan subgroup.
The set of regular elements Greg is open and dense in G with complement of
measure zero. Therefore the integral above can be taken over Greg only. Letting
Hregj := Hj ∩G
reg we get
Proposition 1.5 Let N be a natural number bigger than dimG2 , then for any
f ∈ L12N(G) and any π ∈ Gˆ we have
tr π(f) =
r∑
j=1
1
|W (G,Hj)|
∫
Hreg
j
Oh(f)Θpi(h)|det(1− h|g/hj)|dh.
That is, we have expressed the trace distribution in terms of orbital integrals.
In the other direction it is also possible to express semisimple orbital integrals
in terms of traces.
At first let H be a θ-stable Cartan subgroup of G. Let h be its complex Lie
algebra and let Φ = Φ(g, h) be the set of roots. Let x→ xc denote the complex
conjugation on g with respect to the real form g0 = LieR(G). Choose an ordering
Φ+ ⊂ Φ and let Φ+I be the set of positive imaginary roots. To any root α ∈ Φ
let
H → C×
h 7→ hα
be its character, that is, for X ∈ gα the root space to α and any h ∈ H we have
Ad(h)X = hαX . Now put
′△I(h) =
∏
α∈Φ+
I
(1− h−α).
Let H = AT where A is the connected split component and T is compact.
An element at ∈ AT = H is called split regular if the centralizer of a in G
equals the centralizer of A in G. The split regular elements form a dense open
subset containing the regular elements of H . Choose a parabolic P with split
component A, so P has Langlands decomposition P =MAN . For at ∈ AT = H
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let
△+(at) =
∣∣det((1−Ad((at)−1))|g/a⊕m)∣∣ 12
=
∣∣det((1−Ad((at)−1))|n)∣∣ aρP
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∏
α∈Φ+−Φ+
I
(1− (at)−α)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ aρP ,
where ρP is the half of the sum of the roots in Φ(P,A), i.e., a
2ρP = det(a|n).
We will also write hρP instead of aρP .
For any h ∈ Hreg = H ∩Greg let
′FHf (h) =
′Ff (h) =
′△I(h)△+(h)
∫
G/A
f(xhx−1)dx.
It then follows directly from the definitions that for h ∈ Hreg it holds
Oh(f) =
′Ff (h)
hρP det(1− h−1|(g/h)+)
,
where (g/h)+ is the sum of the root spaces attached to positive roots. There
is an extension of this identity to nonregular elements as follows: For h ∈ H
let Gh denote its centralizer in G. Let Φ
+(gh, h) be the set of positive roots of
(gh, h). Let
̟h =
∏
α∈Φ+(gh,h)
Yα,
then ̟h defines a left invariant differential operator on G.
Lemma 1.6 For any f ∈ L12N (G) and any h ∈ H we have
Oh(f) =
̟′hFf (h)
chhρP det(1 − h−1|(g/gh)+)
.
Proof: This is proven in section 17 of [16]. 
Our aim is to express orbital integrals in terms of traces of representations.
By the above lemma it is enough to express ′Ff (h) it terms of traces of f
when h ∈ Hreg. For this let H1 = A1T1 be another θ-stable Cartan subgroup
of G and let P1 = M1A1N1 be a parabolic with split component A1. Let
K1 = K ∩M1. Since G is connected the compact group T1 is an abelian torus
and its unitary dual T̂1 is a lattice. The Weyl groupW =W (M1, T1) acts on T̂1
and t̂1 ∈ T̂1 is called regular if its stabilizerW (t̂1) inW is trivial. The regular set
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T̂1
reg
modulo the action of W (K1, T1) ⊂W (M1, T1) parameterizes the discrete
series representations of M1 (see [23]). For t̂1 ∈ T̂1 Harish-Chandra [17] defined
a distribution Θt̂1 on G which happens to be the trace of the discrete series
representation πt̂1 attached to t̂1 when t̂1 is regular. When t̂1 is not regular the
distribution Θt̂1 can be expressed as a linear combination of traces as follows.
Choose an ordering of the roots of (M1, T1) and let Ω be the product of all
positive roots. For any w ∈ W we have wΩ = ǫ(w)Ω for a homomorphism ǫ :
W → {±1}. For nonregular t̂1 ∈ T̂1 we get Θt̂1 =
1
|W (t̂1)|
∑
w∈W (t̂1)
ǫ(w)Θ′
w,t̂1
,
where Θ′
w,t̂1
is the character of an irreducible representation πw,t̂1 called a limit
of discrete series representation. We will write πt̂1 for the virtual representation
1
|W (t̂1)|
∑
w∈W
t̂1
ǫ(w)πw,t̂1 .
Let ν : a 7→ aν be a unitary character of A1 then ĥ1 = (ν, t̂1) is a character
of H1 = A1T1. Let Θĥ1 be the character of the representation πĥ1 induced
parabolically from (ν, πt̂1). Harish-Chandra has proven
Theorem 1.7 Let H1, . . . , Hr be maximal a set of nonconjugate θ-stable Cartan
subgroups with split components A1, . . . , Ar. Let H = Hj for some j with split
component A. Then for each j there exists a continuous function ΦH|Hj on
Hreg × Hˆj such that for h ∈ H
reg it holds
′FHf (h) =
r∑
j=1
∫
Hˆj
ΦH|Hj (h, ĥj) tr πĥj (f) dĥj .
Further ΦH|Hj = 0 unless there is g ∈ G such that gAg
−1 ⊂ Aj. Finally for
Hj = H the function can be given explicitly as
ΦH|H(h, hˆ) =
1
|W (G,H)|
∑
w∈W (G,H)
ǫ(w|T )〈whˆ, h〉
=
1
|W (G,H)|
′△(h)Θhˆ(h),
where ′△ = △+
′△I.
Proof: [17]. 
1.4 Smoothness of induced functions
Let M be a smooth (i.e. C∞) manifold and let D ⊂M be an open subset. Let
S = M ❍ D be its complement. A real or complex valued function f on D is
said to vanish to order at least k ∈ Z at a point s ∈ S, if there exists an open
neighbourhood U of s in M such that the function
u 7→
|f(u)|
d(u, s)k
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is bounded above on U ∩D. Here d(x, y) is the distance function attached to a
Riemannian metric on M . By its local nature, this notion does not depend on
the choice of the metric. Likewise, we say that f vanishes to order at most k
at s if the function u 7→ |f(u)|d(u,s)k is bounded away from zero on U ∩D. If both
conditions hold with the same k ∈ Z, we say that f vanishes to order k or that
f has order k at s. If k is negative, we then also say that f has a pole of order
−k at s. Finally, we say that the function f vanishes to order at most/at least
k on S if it does so for every s ∈ S.
LetM ′ be another smooth manifold and let F : M →M ′ be a smooth map. Let
E → M and E′ → M ′ be smooth vector bundles and F˜ : E → E′ be a smooth
linear lift of F , i.e., F˜ is smooth and maps the vector space Em linearly to the
vector space E′F (m) for every m ∈M . Then we say that F˜ vanishes to order at
least/at most k at S if for every two sections σ of E and α of (E′)∗ the function
m 7→ α(F˜ (σ(m)))
does so. We speak of any such function as an entry of F˜ . An example of a
smooth linear lift is the differential,
TF : TM → TM ′.
An open subset C of D is called full, if the boundary of C is contained in S.
This is equivalent to saying that C is a union of connected components of D.
For x ∈ R let [x] be the largest integer with [x] ≤ x.
Proposition 1.8 Let C be a full subset of D. Let F : M →M ′ be smooth and
assume that F restricted to C is a diffeomorphism with open image and that the
bounday of F (C) is contained in F (S). Assume further that det(TF ) vanishes
to order at most k ∈ N at S. Let f be a real or complex valued function on C that
vanishes to order at least j ∈ N at S and is j-times continuously differentiable
inside C. Extend f to a continuous function on M by setting f ≡ 0 outside C.
Assume that f factors over F , so f induces a function f ′ on M ′ which vanishes
outside F (C).
Then the function f ′ is at least r-times continuously differentiable on M ′, where
r =
[
j − 1
r + 1
]
.
Proof: Let m ∈M . Taking local co-ordinates on M and M ′ the tangential TF
can be viewed as a Jacobi matrix JF . The chain rule implies that on the open
set F (C) one has
T (F−1) = (TF )−1 =
1
det(JF )
(JF )#,
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where for a matrix A we write A# for its complementary matrix. Note that the
entries of A# are polynomials in the entries of A. Since det(TF ) vanishes to
order at most k at S, it follows that T (F−1), which is defined on F (C), has a
pole of order at most k at the boundary of F (C). On the open set F (C) we
can write f ′ = f ◦ F−1, so Tf ′ = Tf ◦ TF−1. Since f vanishes at S to order at
least j it follows that Tf vanishes at S to order at least j − 1, so Tf ′ vanishes
at S′ to order at least j − 1− k.
We now finish the proof of Proposition 1.8 by induction of j. First assume
j ≤ r + 1. Then, since j ≥ 1, the function f ′ extends to a continuous function
on M ′ and so f ′ ∈ C0(M ′) as claimed.
For the induction step assume j > r + 1. Then Tf ′ vanishes on S′ to order at
least j− 1− k ∈ N. This means that every entry of Tf ′ vanishes at least to this
order. We pick an entry g′ and consider the function g = g′ ◦ F on M . Then g
vanishes at least to order j−1−k at S and by induction hypothesis the function
g′ is continuously differentiable up to order
[
j−1−k−1
k+1
]
=
[
j−1
k+1
]
− 1. Since g′ is
an arbitrary entry of Tf ′, it follows that f ′ is of class Cr with r =
[
j−1
k+1
]
. 
2 Euler-Poincare´ functions
In this section we generalize the construction of pseudo-coefficients and Euler-
Poincare´ functions [7, 24] to non-connected groups. Here G will be a real re-
ductive group. It will be assumed that G has a compact Cartan subgroup. It
then follows that G has compact center.
2.1 Existence
Fix a maximal compact subgroup K of G and a Cartan T of G which lies
inside K. The group G is called orientation preserving if G acts by orientation
preserving diffeomorphisms on the manifold X = G/K. For example, the group
G = SL2(R) is orientation preserving but the group PGL2(R) is not. Recall
the Cartan decomposition g0 = k0 ⊕ p0. Note that G is orientation preserving
if and only if its maximal compact subgroup K preserves orientations on p0.
Lemma 2.1 The following holds:
• Any connected group is orientation preserving.
• If X carries the structure of a complex manifold which is left stable by G,
then G is orientation preserving.
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Proof: The first is clear. The second follows from the fact that biholomorphic
maps are orientation preserving. 
Let t be the complexified Lie algebra of the Cartan subgroup T . We choose
an ordering of the roots Φ(g, t) of the pair (g, t) [31]. This choice induces a
decomposition p = p− ⊕ p+, where p± is the sum of the positive/negative root
spaces which lie in p. As usual denote by ρ the half sum of the positive roots.
The chosen ordering induces an ordering of the compact roots Φ(k, t) which form
a subset of the set of all roots Φ(g, t). Let ρK denote the half sum of the
positive compact roots. Recall that a function f on G is called K-central if
f(kxk−1) = f(x) for all x ∈ G, k ∈ K. For any K-representation (ρ, V ) let V K
denote the space of K-fixed vectors, i.e.,
V K = {v ∈ V |ρ(k)v = v ∀k ∈ K}.
Let (τ, Vτ ) be a representation ofK on a finite dimensional complex vector space
Vτ . Let V
∗
τ be the dual space then there is a representation τ˘ on Vτ˘ := V
∗
τ given
by
τ˘ (k)α(v) = α(τ(k−1)v),
for k ∈ K, α ∈ V ∗τ and v ∈ Vτ . This representation is called the contragredient
or dual representation. The restriction from G to K gives a ring homomorphism
of the representation rings:
resGK : Rep(G)→ Rep(K).
Theorem 2.2 (Euler-Poincare´ functions) Let (τ, Vτ ) a finite dimensional rep-
resentation of K. If G is orientation preserving or τ lies in the image of resGK ,
then there is a compactly supported smooth K-central K-finite function fτ on
G such that for every admissible representation (π, Vpi) of G we have
tr π(fτ ) =
dim(p)∑
p=0
(−1)p dim(Vpi ⊗ ∧
pp⊗ Vτ˘ )
K .
We call fτ an Euler-Poincare´ function for τ . Note that, since f is K-finite and
π is admissible, the operator π(f) has finite rank, so the trace exists.
If G is orientation preserving and K leaves invariant the decomposition p =
p+ ⊕ p− then there is a compactly supported smooth K-central function gτ on
G such that for every admissible representation (π, Vpi) we have
tr π(gτ ) =
dim(p−)∑
p=0
(−1)p dim(Vpi ⊗ ∧
pp− ⊗ Vτ˘ )
K .
If the representation τ lies in the image of resGK and the group G is connected
then the theorem is well known, [7], [24].
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Proof: We start with the case when G is orientation preserving. Without loss
of generality assume τ irreducible. Suppose given a function f which satisfies
the claims of the theorem except that it is not necessarily K-central, then the
function
x 7→
∫
K
f(kxk−1)dk
will satisfy all claims of the theorem. Thus one only needs to construct a function
having the claimed traces.
If G is orientation preserving the adjoint action gives a homomorphism K →
SO(p). If this homomorphism happens to lift to the double cover Spin(p) [25]
we let G˜ = G and K˜ = K. In the other case we apply the
Lemma 2.3 If the homomorphism K → SO(p) does not factor over the spin
group Spin(p) then there is a double covering G˜→ G such that with K˜ denoting
the inverse image of K the induced homomorphism K˜ → SO(p) factors over
Spin(p)→ SO(p). Moreover the kernel of the map G˜→ G lies in the center of
G˜
Proof: At first K˜ is given by the pullback diagram:
K˜ → Spin(p)
↓ ↓ α
K
Ad
→ SO(p)
that is, K˜ is given as the set of all (k, g) ∈ K×Spin(p) such that Ad(k) = α(g).
Then K˜ is a double cover of K.
Next we use the fact that K is a retract of G to show that the covering K˜ → K
lifts to G. Explicitly let P = exp(p0) then the map K×P → G, (k, p) 7→ kp is a
diffeomorphism [31]. Let g 7→ (k(g), p(g)) be its inverse map. We let G˜ = K˜×P
then the covering K˜ → K defines a double covering β : G˜ → G. We have to
install a group structure on G˜ which makes β a homomorphism and reduces to
the known one on K˜. Now let k, k′ ∈ K and p, p′ ∈ P then by
k′p′kp = k′k k−1p′kp
it follows that there are unique maps aK : P × P → K and aP : P × P → P
such that
k(k′p′kp) = k′kaK(k
−1p′k, p)
p(k′p′kp) = aP (k
−1p′k, p).
Since P is simply connected the map aK lifts to a map a˜K : P ×P → K˜. Since
P is connected there is exactly one such lifting with a˜K(1, 1) = 1. For k ∈ K˜
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let k¯ be its image in K. Now the map
(K˜ × P )× (K˜ × P ) → K˜ × P
(k′, p′), (k, p) 7→ (kk′a˜K(k¯
−1p′k¯, p), aP (k¯
−1p′k¯, p))
defines a multiplication on G˜ = K˜ × P with the desired properties.
Finally ker(β) will automatically be central because it is a normal subgroup of
order two. 
Let S be the spin representation of Spin(p) (see [25], p.36). It splits as a direct
sum of two distinct irreducible representations
S = S+ ⊕ S−.
We will make use of the following properties of the spin representation.
• The virtual representation
(S+ − S−)⊗ (S+ − S−)
is isomorphic to the adjoint representation on ∧evenp−∧oddp (see [25], p.
36).
• If K leaves invariant the spaces p− and p+, as is the case when X car-
ries a holomorphic structure fixed by G, then there is a one dimensional
representation ǫ of K˜ such that
(S+ − S−)⊗ ǫ ∼= ∧evenp− − ∧
oddp−.
The proof of this latter property will be given in section 2.2.
Theorem 2.4 (Pseudo-coefficients) Assume that the group G is orientation
preserving. Then for any finite dimensional representation (τ, Vτ ) of K˜ there is
a compactly supported smooth function hτ on G˜ such that for every admissible
representation (π, Vpi) of G˜,
tr π(hτ ) = dim(Vpi ⊗ S
+ ⊗ Vτ˘ )
K˜ − dim(Vpi ⊗ S
− ⊗ Vτ˘ )
K˜ .
The functions given in this theorem are also known as pseudo-coefficients [24].
This result generalizes the one in [24] in several ways. First, the groupG needn’t
be connected and secondly the representation τ needn’t be spinorial. The proof
of this theorem relies on the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5 Let (π, Vpi) be an irreducible admissble representation of G˜ and
assume
dim(Vpi ⊗ S
+ ⊗ Vτ˘ )
K˜ − dim(Vpi ⊗ S
− ⊗ Vτ˘ )
K˜ 6= 0,
then the Casimir eigenvalue satisfies π(C) = τ˘ (CK)−B(ρ) +B(ρK).
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Proof: Let the K˜-invariant operator
d± : Vpi ⊗ S
± → Vpi ⊗ S
∓
be defined by
d± : v ⊗ s 7→
∑
i
π(Xi)v ⊗ c(Xi)s,
where (Xi) is an orthonormal base of p. The formula of Parthasarathy, [1], p.
55 now says
d−d+ = d+d− = π ⊗ s
±(CK)− π(C) ⊗ 1−B(ρ) +B(ρK),
where s± is the representation on S±. Our assumption leads to ker(d+d−) ∩
π ⊗ S(τ) 6= 0, where π ⊗ S(τ) is the τ K-type of π ⊗ S. But on this space the
K-Casimir CK acts by the scalar τ(CK ), so that we get 0 = τ(CK) − π(C) −
B(ρ) +B(ρK). 
For the proof of Theorem 2.4 let (τ, Vτ ) a finite dimensional irreducible unitary
representation of K˜ and write Eτ for the G˜-homogeneous vector bundle over
X = G˜/K˜ defined by τ . The space of smooth sections Γ∞(Eτ ) may be written as
Γ∞(Eτ ) = (C
∞(G˜)⊗Vτ )
K˜ , where K˜ acts on C∞(G˜) by right translations. The
Casimir operator C of G˜ acts on this space and defines a second order differential
operator Cτ on Eτ . On the space of L
2-sections L2(X,Eτ ) = (L
2(G˜) ⊗ Vτ )
K˜
this operator is formally selfadjoint with domain, say, the compactly supported
smooth functions and extends to a selfadjoint operator. Let g be a Paley-Wiener
function on R, i.e., g is the Fourier-transform of a smooth function of compact
support. Then g extends to a holomorphic function on C. Assume that g is
even, i.e., g(z) = g(−z). Then the power series of g(z) around zero contains
only even powers of z. So there is an entire function f such that g(z) = f(z2).
Then f |R is a Schwartz-Bruhat function. In [8] Lemma 2.9 and Lemma 2.11 it
is shown that there exists a smooth function of compact support f˜τ on G such
that for every irreducible unitary representation π of G˜:
π(f˜τ ) = f(π(C))Prτ˘ , (1)
where Prτ˘ is the orthogonal projection to the K-type τ˘ , and π(C) denotes the
Casimir eigenvalue on π. This formula holds as well for π being an irreducible
admissible representation, as is seen as follows. First let π = πξ,λ be a represen-
tation induced from a minimal parabolic P =MAN , where ξ ∈ Mˆ and λ ∈ a∗.
If λ is imaginary and generic, then π is irreducible unitary, so one has
πξ,λ(f˜τ ) = f(πξ,λ(C))Prτ˘ .
Both sides of this equality are holomorphic functions in λ with values in the
finite dimensional space End(π(τ˘ )), hence the result holds for any λ by the
identity theorem for holomorphic functions. Finally, any irreducible admissible
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π is a sub-representation of an induced representation, hence the formula (1)
holds for every irreducible admissible representation π.
For τ = τ1 ⊕ τ2 let f˜τ = f˜τ1 + f˜τ2 , so f˜τ is defined for all finite dimensional
representations of K. Next for a virtual representation τ = τ1 − τ2 we let
f˜τ = f˜τ1 − f˜τ2 .
Choose f as above such that f(τ˘ (CK)−B(ρ) +B(ρK)) = 1. Such an f clearly
exists. Let τ ∈ Kˆ and let γ be the virtual representation of K˜ on the space
Vγ = (S
+ − S−)⊗ Vτ ,
then set hτ = f˜γ . Then for an irreducible admissible representation π of G one
has
tr π(hτ ) = f(π(C))
(
dim(Vpi ⊗ S
+ ⊗ Vτ˘ )
K˜ − dim(Vpi ⊗ S
− ⊗ Vτ˘ )
K˜
)
.
By Lemma 2.5 and the choice of f this gives
tr π(hτ ) =
(
dim(Vpi ⊗ S
+ ⊗ Vτ˘ )
K˜ − dim(Vpi ⊗ S
− ⊗ Vτ˘ )
K˜
)
.
So the function hτ has the property claimed in Theorem 2.4 for irreducible π.
It immediately follows for direct sums of irreducibles. Since the assertion only
involves the trace of π(hτ ), it follows for arbitrary π since it is valid for the
semisimplification of π. 
To get the first part of Theorem 2.2 from Theorem 2.4 one replaces τ in the
proposition by the virtual representation on (S+−S−)⊗Vτ . Since (S
+−S−)⊗
(S+−S−) is as K˜ module isomorphic to ∧∗p we get the desired function, say j
on the group G˜. Now if G˜ 6= G let z be the nontrivial element in the kernel of
the isogeny G˜→ G, then the function
f(x) =
1
2
(j(x) + j(zx))
factors over G and satisfies the claim.
To get the second part of the theorem one proceeds similarly replacing τ by
ǫ⊗ τ .
It remains to consider the case when G is not orientation preserving, but τ lies
in the image of the restriction map. For this it suffices to show the claim in
the case when τ is replaced by a finite dimensional irreducible representation
(σ, Vσ) of G. Then one proceeds as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, except that the
role of Lemma 2.5 is taken up by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6 Let (σ, Vσ) be an irreducible finite dimensional representation of
G. Let (π, Vpi) be an irreducible unitary representation of G and assume
dim(p)∑
p=0
(−1)p dim(Vpi ⊗ ∧
pp⊗ Vσ)
K 6= 0,
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then the Casimir eigenvalues satisfy
π(C) = σ(C).
Proof: Recall that the Killing form of G defines a K-isomorphism between p
and its dual p∗, hence in the assumption of the lemma we may replace p by p∗.
Let πK denote the (g,K)-module ofK-finite vectors in Vpi and let C
q(πK⊗Vσ) =
Homk(∧
qp, πK ⊗Vσ) = (∧
qp∗⊗πK ⊗Vσ)
k the standard complex for the relative
Lie algebra cohomology Hq(g, k, πK ⊗ Vσ). Further (∧
qp∗ ⊗ πK ⊗ Vσ)
KM forms
the standard complex for the relative (g,K)-cohomology Hq(g,K, πK ⊗Vσ). In
[4], p.28 it is shown that
Hq(g,K, πK ⊗ Vσ) = H
q(g, k, πK ⊗ Vσ)
K/K0 .
Our assumption implies
∑
q(−1)
q dimHq(g,K, πK⊗Vσ) 6= 0, therefore there is a
q with 0 6= Hq(g,K, πK⊗Vσ) = H
q(g, k, πK⊗Vσ)
K/K0 , henceHq(g, k, πK⊗Vσ) 6=
0. Now Proposition 3.1 on page 52 of [4] says that π(C) 6= σ(C) implies that
Hq(g, k, πK ⊗ Vσ) = 0 for all q. The claim follows. 
2.2 Clifford algebras and Spin groups
This section is solely given to provide a proof of the properties of the spin
representation used in the last section. We will therefore not strive for the
utmost generality but plainly state things in the form needed. For more details
the reader is referred to [25].
Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space and let q : V → C be a non-
degenerate quadratic form. We use the same letter for the symmetric bilinear
form:
q(x, y) =
1
2
(q(x+ y)− q(x)− q(y)).
Let SO(q) ⊂ GL(V ) be the special orthogonal group of q. The Clifford algebra
Cl(q) will be the quotient of the tensorial algebra
TV = C⊕ V ⊕ (V ⊗ V )⊕ . . .
by the two-sided ideal generated by all elements of the form v⊗ v+ q(v), where
v ∈ V .
This ideal is not homogeneous with respect to the natural Z-grading of TV , but
it is homogeneous with respect to the induced Z/2Z-grading given by the even
and odd degrees. Hence the latter is inherited by Cl(q):
Cl(q) = Cl0(q)⊕ Cl1(q).
For any v ∈ V we have in Cl(q) that v2 = −q(v) and therefore v is invertible
in Cl(q) if q(v) 6= 0. Let Cl(q)× be the group of invertible elements in Cl(q).
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The algebra Cl(q) has the following universal property: For any linear map
ϕ : V → A to a C-algebra A such that ϕ(v)2 = −q(v) for all v ∈ V there is a
unique algebra homomorphism Cl(v)→ A extending ϕ.
Let Pin(q) be the subgroup of the group Cl(q)× generated by all elements v of
V with q(v) = ±1. Let the complex spin group be defined by
Spin(q) = Pin(q) ∩ Cl0(q),
i.e., the subgroup of Pin(q) of those elements which are representable by an
even number of factors of the form v or v−1 with v ∈ V . Then Spin(q) acts on
V by x.v = xvx−1 and this gives a fourfold covering: Spin(q)→ SO(q).
Assume the dimension of V is even and let
V = V + ⊕ V −
be a polarization, that is q(V +) = q(V −) = 0. Over C polarizations always
exist for even dimensional spaces. By the nondegeneracy of q it follows that to
any v ∈ V + there is a vˆ ∈ V − such that q(v, vˆ) = −1. Further, let V −,v be the
space of all w ∈ V − such that q(v, w) = 0, then
V − = Cvˆ ⊕ V −,v.
Let
S = ∧∗V − = C⊕ V − ⊕ ∧2V − ⊕ · · · ⊕ ∧topV −,
then we define an action of Cl(q) on S in the following way:
• for v ∈ V − and s ∈ S let
v.s = v ∧ s,
• for v ∈ V + and s ∈ ∧∗V −,v let
v.s = 0,
• and for v ∈ V + and s ∈ S of the form s = vˆ ∧ s′ with s′ ∈ ∧∗V −,v let
v.s = s′.
By the universal property of Cl(V ) this extends to an action of Cl(q). The mod-
ule S is called the spin module. The induced action of Spin(q) leaves invariant
the subspaces
S+ = ∧evenV −, S− = ∧oddV −,
the representation of Spin(q) on these spaces are called the half spin represen-
tations. Let SO(q)+ the subgroup of all elements in SO(q) that leave stable the
decomposition V = V + ⊕ V −. This is a connected reductive group isomorphic
to GL(V +), since, let g ∈ GL(V +) and define gˆ ∈ GL(V −) to be the inverse of
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the transpose of g by the pairing induced by q then the map Gl(v) → SO(q)+
given by g 7→ (g, gˆ) is an isomorphism. In other words, choosing a basis on V +
and a the dual basis on V − we get that q is given in that basis by
(
0 1
1 0
)
.
Then SO(q)+ is the image of the embedding
GL(V −) →֒ SO(q)
A 7→
(
A 0
0 tA−1
)
.
Let Spin(q)+ be the inverse image of SO(q)+ in Spin(q). Then the covering
Spin(q)+ → SO(q)+ ∼= GL(V −) is the “square root of the determinant”, i.e.,
it is isomorphic to the covering G˜L(V −) → GL(V −) given by the pullback
diagram of linear algebraic groups:
G˜L(V −) → GL(1)
↓ ↓ x 7→ x2
GL(V −)
det
→ GL(1).
As a set, G˜L(V −) is given as the set of all pairs (g, z) ∈ GL(V −) × GL(1)
such that det(g) = z2 and the maps to GL(V −) and GL(1) are the respective
projections.
Lemma 2.7 There is a one dimensional representation ǫ of Spin(q)+ such that
S± ⊗ ǫ ∼= ∧±V +
as Spin(q)+-modules, where ∧± means the even or odd powers respectively.
Proof: Since Spin(q)+ is a connected reductive group over C we can apply
highest weight theory. If the weights of the representation of Spin(q)+ on V are
given by ±µ1, . . . ,±µm, then the weights of the half spin representations are
given by
1
2
(±µ1 ± · · · ± µm)
with an even number of minus signs in the one and an odd number in the other
case. Let ǫ = 12 (µ1+· · ·+µm) then ǫ is a weight for Spin(q)
+ and 2ǫ is the weight
of, say, the one dimensional representation on ∧topV +. By Weyl’s dimension
formula this means that 2ǫ is invariant under the Weyl group and therefore ǫ
is. Again by Weyl’s dimension formula it follows that the representation with
highest weight ǫ is one dimensional. Now it follows that S+ ⊗ ǫ has the same
weights as the representation on ∧+V +, hence must be isomorphic to the latter.
The case of the minus sign is analogous. 
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2.3 Orbital integrals
It now will be shown that tr π(fτ ) vanishes for a principal series representation
π. To this end let P = MAN be a nontrivial parabolic subgroup with A ⊂
exp(p0). Let (ξ, Vξ) denote an irreducible unitary representation of M and e
ν a
quasicharacter of A. Let πξ,ν := Ind
G
P (ξ ⊗ e
ν ⊗ 1).
Lemma 2.8 We have tr πξ,ν(fτ ) = 0.
Proof: By Frobenius reciprocity we have for any irreducible unitary represen-
tation γ of K:
HomK(γ, πξ,ν |K) ∼= HomKM (γ|KM , ξ),
where KM := K ∩M . This implies that tr πξ,ν(fτ ) does not depend on ν. On
the other hand tr πξ,ν(fτ ) 6= 0 for some ν would imply πξ,ν(C) = τ˘ (CK) −
B(ρ) +B(ρK) which only can hold for ν in a set of measure zero. 
Recall that an element g of G is called elliptic if it lies in a compact Cartan
subgroup. Since the following relies on results of Harish-Chandra which were
proven under the assumption that G is of inner type, we will from now on
assume this.
Theorem 2.9 Assume that G is of inner type. Let g be a semisimple element
of the group G. If g is not elliptic, then the orbital integral Og(fτ ) vanishes. If
g is elliptic we may assume g ∈ T , where T is a Cartan in K and then we have
Og(fτ ) = tr τ(g) c
−1
g |W (t, gg)|
∏
α∈Φ+g
(ρg, α),
where cg is Harish-Chandra’s constant, it does only depend on the centralizer
Gg of g. Its value is given in 1.1.
Proof: The vanishing of Og(fτ ) for nonelliptic semisimple g is immediate by
the lemma above and Theorem 1.7. So consider g ∈ T∩G′, where G′ denotes the
set of regular elements. Note that for regular g the claim is Og(fτ ) = tr τ(g).
Assume the claim proven for regular elements, then the general result follows
by standard considerations as in [16], p.32 ff. where however different Haar-
measure normalizations are used that produce a factor [Gg : G
0
g], therefore
these standard considerations are now explained. Fix g ∈ T not necessarily
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regular. Let y ∈ T 0 be such that gy is regular. Then
tr τ(gy) =
∫
T\G
fτ (x
−1gyx)dx
=
∫
T 0\G
fτ (x
−1gyx)dx
=
∫
Gg\G
∫
T 0\Gg
fτ (x
−1z−1gyzx) dz dx
=
∫
Gg\G
∑
η:Gg/G0g
1
[Gg : G0g]
∫
T 0\G0g
fτ (x
−1η−1z−1gyzηx) dz dx.
The factor 1[Gg:G0g]
comes in by the Haar-measure normalizations. On G0g con-
sider the function
h(y) = f(x−1η−1ygηx).
Now apply Harish-Chandra’s operator ωGg to h then for the connected group
G0g it holds
h(1) = lim
y→1
c−1G0g
ωG0g F
G0g
h (y),
where Fh is Harish-Chandra’s invariant integral [16]. When y tends to 1 the
η-conjugation drops out and the claim follows.
So in order to prove the proposition one only has to consider the regular orbital
integrals. Next the proof will be reduced to the case when the compact Cartan
T meets all connected components of G. For this let G+ = TG0 and assume the
claim proven for G+. Let x ∈ G then xTx−1 again is a compact Cartan sub-
group. Since G0 acts transitively on all compact Cartan subalgebras it follows
that G0 acts transitively on the set of all compact Cartan subgroups of G. It
follows that there is a y ∈ G0 such that xTx−1 = yTy−1 ⊂ TG0 = G+, which
implies that G+ is normal in G.
Let τ+ = τ |G+∩K and f
+
τ+ the corresponding Euler-Poincare´ function on G
+.
Lemma 2.10 f+τ+ = fτ |G+
Since the Euler-Poincare´ function is not uniquely determined the claim reads
that the right hand side is a EP-function for G+.
Proof: Let τ+ = τ |K+ , where K
+ = TK0 = K ∩ G+. Let ϕ+ ∈ (C∞c (G
+) ⊗
Vτ )
K+ , which may be viewed as a function ϕ+ : G+ → Vτ with ϕ
+(xk) =
τ(k−1)ϕ+(x) for x ∈ G+, k ∈ K+. Extend ϕ+ to ϕ : G → Vτ by ϕ(xk) =
τ(k−1)ϕ+(x) for x ∈ G+, k ∈ K. This defines an element of (C∞c (G)⊗Vτ )
K with
ϕ|G+ = ϕ
+. Since Cτ is a differential operator it follows f(Cτ )ϕ|G+ = f(Cτ )ϕ
+,
so
(ϕ ∗ f˜τ )|G+ = ϕ
+ ∗ f˜τ+ .
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Considering the normalizations of Haar measures gives the lemma. 
For g ∈ T ′ we compute
Og(fτ ) =
∫
T\G
fτ (x
−1gx)dx
=
∑
y:G/G+
1
[G : G+]
∫
y−1Ty\G+
fτ (x
−1y−1gyx)dx,
where the factor 1[G:G+] stems from normalization of Haar measures and we have
used the fact that G+ is normal. The latter equals
1
[G : G+]
∑
y:G/G+
OG
+
y−1gy(fτ ) =
1
[G : G+]
∑
y:G/G+
OG
+
y−1gy(f
+
τ+).
Assuming the theorem proven for G+, this is
1
[G : G+]
∑
y:G/G+
tr τ(y−1gy) = tr τ(g).
From now on one thus may assume that the compact Cartan T meets all con-
nected components of G. Let (π, Vpi) ∈ Gˆ. Harish-Chandra has shown that
for any ϕ ∈ C∞c (G) the operator π(ϕ) is of trace class and there is a locally
integrable conjugation invariant function Θpi on G, smooth on the regular set
such that
tr π(ϕ) =
∫
G
ϕ(x)Θpi(x)dx.
For any ψ ∈ C∞(K) let π|K(ψ) =
∫
K ψ(k)π(k)dk.
Lemma 2.11 Assume T meets all components of G. For any ψ ∈ C∞(K)
the operator π|K(ψ) is of trace class and for ψ supported in the regular set
K ′ = K ∩G′ we have
tr π|K(ψ) =
∫
K
ψ(k)Θpi(k)dk.
(For G connected this assertion is in [1] p.16.)
Proof: Let Vpi =
⊕
i Vpi(i) be the decomposition of Vpi into K-types. This is
stable under π|K(ψ). Harish-Chandra has proven [π|K : τ ] ≤ dim τ for any
τ ∈ Kˆ. Let ψ =
∑
j ψj be the decomposition of ψ into K-bitypes. Since ψ
is smooth the sequence ‖ ψj ‖1 is rapidly decreasing for any enumeration of
the K-bitypes. Here ‖ ψ ‖1 is the L
1-norm on K. It follows that the sum∑
i tr (π|K(ψ)|Vpi(i)) converges absolutely, hence π|K(ψ) is of trace class.
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Now let S = exp(p0) then S is a smooth set of representatives of G/K. Let
G.K = ∪g∈GgKg
−1 = ∪s∈SsKs
−1, then, since G has a compact Cartan, the set
G.K has non-empty interior. Applying the Weyl integration formula to G and
backwards to K gives the existence of a smooth measure µ on S and a function
D with D(k) > 0 on the regular set such that∫
G.K
ϕ(x)dx =
∫
S
∫
K
ϕ(sks−1)D(k)dkdµ(s)
for ϕ ∈ L1(G.K). Now suppose ϕ ∈ C∞c (G) with support in the regular set.
Then
tr π(ϕ) =
∫
G.K
ϕ(x)Θpi(x)dx
=
∫
S
∫
K
ϕ(sks−1)D(k)Θpi(k)dµ(s)
=
∫
K
∫
S
ϕs(k)dµ(s)D(k)Θpi(k)dk,
where we have written ϕs(k) = ϕ(sks−1). On the other hand
tr π(ϕ) = tr
∫
G.K
ϕ(x)π(x)dx
= tr
∫
S
∫
K
ϕ(sks−1)D(k)π(sks−1)dkdµ(s)
= tr
∫
S
π(s)π|K(ϕ
sD)π(s)−1dµ(s)
=
∫
S
tr π|K(ϕ
sD)dµ(s)
= tr π|K
(∫
S
ϕsdµ(s)D
)
.
This implies the claim for all functions ψ ∈ C∞c (K) which are of the form
ψ(k) =
∫
S
ϕ(sks−1)dµ(s)D(k)
for some ϕ ∈ C∞c (G) with support in the regular set. Consider the map
F : S ×K ′ → G.K ′
(s, k) 7→ sks−1
Then the differential of F is an isomorphism at any point and by the inverse
function theorem F locally is a diffeomorphism. So let U ⊂ S and W ⊂ K ′
be open sets such that F |U×W is a diffeomorphism. Then let α ∈ C
∞
c (U) and
β ∈ C∞c (W ), then define
φ(sks−1) = α(s)β(k) if s ∈ U, k ∈W
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and ϕ(g) = 0 if g is not in F (U ×W ). We can choose the function α such that∫
S α(s)dµ(s) = 1. Then∫
S
ϕ(sks−1)dµ(s)D(k) = β(k)D(k).
Since β was arbitrary and D(k) > 0 on K ′ the lemma follows. 
Let W denote the virtual K-representation on ∧evenp ⊗ Vτ − ∧
oddp ⊗ Vτ and
write χW for its character.
Lemma 2.12 Assume T meets all components of G, then for any π ∈ Gˆ the
function ΘpiχW on K
′ = K ∩ G′ equals a finite integer linear combination of
K-characters.
Proof: It suffices to show the assertion for τ = 1. Let ϕ be the homomorphism
K → O(p) induced by the adjoint representation, where the orthogonal group
is formed with respect to the Killing form. We claim that ϕ(K) ⊂ SO(p),
the subgroup of elements of determinant one. Since we assume K = K0T it
suffices to show ϕ(T ) ⊂ SO(p). For this let t ∈ T . Since t centralizes t it fixes
the decomposition p = ⊕αpα into one dimensional root spaces. So t acts by a
scalar, say c on pα and by d on p−α. There is X ∈ pα and Y ∈ p−α such that
B(X,Y ) = 1. By the invariance of the Killing form B we get
1 = B(X,Y ) = B(Ad(t)X,Ad(t)Y ) = cdB(X,Y ) = cd.
So on each pair of root spaces Ad(t) has determinant one hence also on p.
Replacing G by a double cover if necessary, which doesn’t effect the claim of the
lemma, we may assume that ϕ lifts to the spin group Spin(p). Let p = p+⊕ p−
be the decomposition according to an ordering of φ(t, g). This decomposition
is a polarization of the quadratic space p and hence the spin group acts on
S+ = ∧evenp+ and S− = ∧oddp+ in a way that the virtual module (S+−S−)⊗
(S+ − S−) becomes isomorphic to W . For K connected the claim now follows
from [1] (4.5). An inspection shows however that the proof of (4.5) in [1], which
is located in the appendix (A.12), already applies when we only assume that
the homomorphism ϕ factors over the spin group. 
We continue the proof of the theorem. Let Tˆ denote the set of all unitary
characters of T . Any regular element tˆ ∈ Tˆ gives rise to a discrete series rep-
resentation (ω, Vω) of G. Let Θtˆ = Θω be its character which, due to Harish-
Chandra, is known to be a function on G. Harish-Chandra’s construction gives
a bijection between the set of discrete series representations of G and the set of
W (G, T ) =W (K,T )-orbits of regular characters of T .
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Let Φ+ denote the set of positive roots of (g, t) and let Φ+c ,Φ
+
n denote the
subsets of compact and noncompact positive roots. For each root α let t 7→ tα
denote the corresponding character on T . Define
′∆c(t) =
∏
α∈Φ+c
(1 − t−α)
′∆n =
∏
α∈Φ+n
(1 − t−α)
and ′∆ =′ ∆′c∆n. If tˆ ∈ Tˆ is singular, Harish-Chandra has also constructed an
invariant distribution Θtˆ which is a virtual character on G. For tˆ singular let
W (tˆ) ⊂ W (g, t) be the isotropy group. One has Θtˆ =
∑
w∈W (tˆ) ǫ(w)Θ
′
w,tˆ
with
Θ′
w,tˆ
the character of an induced representation acting on some Hilbert space
Vw,tˆ and ǫ(w) ∈ {±1}. Let E2(G) denote the set of discrete series representations
of G and Es2(G) the set of W (G, T )-orbits of singular characters.
By Theorem 1.7 the current theorem will follow from the
Lemma 2.13 For t ∈ T regular we have
tr τ(t) =
1
|W (G, T )|
∑
tˆ∈Tˆ
Θtˆ(fτ )Θtˆ(t).
Proof: Let γ denote the virtual K-representation on (∧evenp − ∧oddp) ⊗ Vτ .
Harish-Chandra has shown ([17] Theorem 12) that for any tˆ ∈ Tˆ there is an
irreducible unitary representation π0
tˆ
such that Θtˆ coincides up to sign with the
character of π0
tˆ
on the set of elliptic elements of G and π0
tˆ
= π0
tˆ′
if and only if
there is a w ∈W (G, T ) =W (K,T ) such that tˆ′ = wtˆ.
Further ([17], Theorem 14) Harish-Chandra has shown that the family(
′△(t)Θtˆ(t)√
|W (G, T )|
)
tˆ∈Tˆ /W (G,T )
forms an orthonormal basis of L2(T ). Here we identify Tˆ /W (G, T ) to a set of
representatives in Tˆ to make Θtˆ well defined.
Consider the function g(t) = tr γ(t)
′△c(t)
′△n(t)
= tr τ(t) ′△(t). Its coefficients with
respect to the above orthonormal basis are
〈g,
′△Θtˆ√
|W (G, T )|
〉 =
1√
|W (G, T )|
∫
T
tr γ(t)|′△c(t)|
2Θtˆ(t)dt
=
√
|W (G, T )|
∫
K
tr γ(k)Θtˆ(k)dk
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where we have used the Weyl integration formula for the group K and the fact
that W (G, T ) =W (K,T ). Next by Lemma 2.12 this equals√
|W (G, T )| dim((∧evenp− ∧oddp)⊗ τ˘ ⊗ π0
tˆ
)K =
√
|W (G, T )|Θtˆ(fτ ).
Hence
g(t) = tr τ(t) ′△(t)
=
∑
tˆ∈Tˆ /W (G,T )
Θtˆ(fτ )
′△(t)Θtˆ(t)
=
1
|W (G, T )|
∑
tˆ∈Tˆ
Θtˆ(fτ )
′△(t)Θtˆ(t).
The lemma and the theorem are proven. 
Corollary 2.14 If g˜ ∈ G˜ is semisimple and not elliptic then Og˜(gτ ) = 0. If g˜
is elliptic regular then
Og˜(gτ ) =
tr τ(g˜)
tr (g˜|S+ − S−)
.
Proof: Same as for the last proposition with gτ replacing fτ . 
Proposition 2.15 Assume that τ extends to a representation of the group G
on the same space. For the function fτ we have for any π ∈ Gˆ:
tr π(fτ ) =
dim g/k∑
p=0
(−1)p dim Extp(g,K)(Vτ , Vpi),
i.e., fτ gives the Euler-Poincare´ numbers of the (g,K)-modules (Vτ , Vpi), this
justifies the name Euler-Poincare´ function.
Proof: By definition it is clear that
tr π(fτ ) =
dim p∑
p=0
(−1)p dim Hp(g,K, Vτ˘ ⊗ Vpi).
The claim now follows from [4], p. 52. 
3 The Selberg trace formula
In this section we will fix the basic notation and set up the trace formula. For
compactly supported functions this formula is easily deduced. In the sequel we
however will need it for functions with noncompact support and therefore will
have to show more general versions of the trace formula.
Let G denote a real reductive group.
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3.1 The trace formula
Let Γ ⊂ G be a discrete subgroup such that the quotient manifold Γ\G is
compact. We say that Γ is cocompact in G. Examples are given by nonisotropic
arithmetic groups [26]. Since G is unimodular the Haar measure on G induces
a G-invariant measure on Γ\G, so we can form the Hilbert space L2(Γ\G) of
square integrable measurable functions on Γ\G modulo null functions. More
generally, let (ω, Vω) be a finite dimensional unitary representation of Γ and let
L2(Γ\G,ω) be the Hilbert space of all measurable functions f : G → Vω such
that f(γx) = ω(γ)f(x) for all γ ∈ Γ and all x ∈ G and such that∫
Γ\G
‖ f(x) ‖2 dx < ∞
modulo null functions. The scalar product of f, g ∈ L2(Γ\G,ω) is
(f, g) =
∫
Γ\G
〈f(x), g(x)〉dx,
where 〈., .〉 is the scalar product on Vω . Let C
∞(Γ\G,ω) be the subspace con-
sisting of smooth functions.
The group G acts unitarily on L2(Γ\G,ω) by
R(y)ϕ(x) = ϕ(xy)
for x, y ∈ G and ϕ ∈ L2(Γ\G,ω). Let π be any unitary representation of G, any
f ∈ L1(G) defines a bounded operator
π(f) =
∫
G
f(x)π(x)dx
on the space of π. We apply this to the case π = R. Let C∞c (G) be the space of
all smooth functions of compact support onG. Let f ∈ C∞c (G), ϕ ∈ L
2(Γ\G,ω).
Fix a fundamental domain F ⊂ G for the Γ-action on G and compute formally
at first:
R(f)ϕ(x) =
∫
G
f(y)ϕ(xy)dy
=
∫
G
f(x−1y)ϕ(y)dy
=
∑
γ∈Γ
∫
γF
f(x−1y)ϕ(y)dy
=
∑
γ∈Γ
∫
F
f(x−1γy)ω(γ)ϕ(y)dy
=
∫
Γ\G
kf (x, y)ϕ(y)dy,
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where kf (x, y) =
∑
γ∈Γ f(x
−1γy)ω(γ). Since f has compact support the latter
sum is locally finite and therefore defines a smooth Schwartz kernel on the
compact manifold Γ\G. This implies that the operator R(f) is a smoothing
operator and hence of trace class.
Since the convolution algebra C∞c contains an approximate identity we can infer
that the unitary G-representation R on L2(Γ\G,ω) decomposes into a direct
sum of irreducibles, i.e.,
L2(Γ\G,ω) ∼=
⊕
pi∈Gˆ
NΓ,ω(π)π
with finite multiplicities NΓ,ω(π) ∈ N0. Moreover, the trace of R(f) is given by
the integral over the diagonal, so
trR(f) =
∫
Γ\G
tr kf (x, x)dx,
where the trace on the right hand side is the trace in End(Vω). We plug in
the sum for kf and rearrange that sum in that we first sum over all conjugacy
classes in the group Γ. We write Γγ and Gγ for the centralizers of γ ∈ Γ in Γ
and in G resp.
trR(f) =
∑
γ∈Γ
tr ω(γ)
∫
F
f(x−1γx)dx
=
∑
[γ]
∑
σ∈Γ/Γγ
tr ω(γ)
∫
F
f((σx)−1γσx)dx
=
∑
[γ]
tr ω(γ)
∫
Γγ\G
f(x−1γx)dx
=
∑
[γ]
tr ω(γ)vol(Γγ\Gγ)Oγ(f),
where Oγ(f) is the orbital integral. We have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1 For f ∈ C∞c (G) we have∑
pi∈Gˆ
NΓ,ω(π)tr π(f) =
∑
[γ]
tr ω(γ)vol(Γγ\G)Oγ(f),
where all sums and integrals converge absolutely. 
All this is classical and may be found at various places. For our applications we
will need to extend the range of functions f to be put into the trace formula.
For this sake we prove the proposition below.
Let k, l ∈ N and define L1k,l(G) to be the set of all functions f on G which are
max k, l-times continuously differentiable and satisfy
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• |Df | is integrable on G for every D ∈ U(g) of degree ≤ k, and
• |Df | is bounded on G for every D ∈ U(g) of degree ≤ l.
Every D ∈ U(g) of degree ≤ k induces a seminorm on L1k,l(G) by
σD(f) =
∫
G
|Df(x)| dx.
Further, every D ∈ U(g) of degree ≤ l induces a seminorm on L1k,l(G) by
sD(f) = sup
x∈G
|Df(x)|.
where ‖ · ‖1 is the L
1-norm. We equip L1k,l(G) with the topology given by these
seminorms.
Proposition 3.2 Suppose f ∈ L12N,1(G) with N >
dimG
2 . Then the trace for-
mula is valid for f and either side of the trace formula defines a continuous
linear functional on L12N,1(G).
Proof: We consider U(g) as the algebra of all left invariant differential opera-
tors on G. Choose a left invariant Riemannian metric on G and let △ denote
the corresponding Laplace operator. Then △ ∈ U(g) and thus it makes sense to
write R(△), which is an elliptic differential operator of order 2 on the compact
manifold Γ\G, essentially selfadjoint and non-negative. The theory of pseudod-
ifferential operators implies that R(△ + 1)−N has a C1-kernel and thus is of
trace class. Let g = (△ + 1)Nf then g ∈ L1(G), so R(g) is defined and gives
a continuous linear operator on the Hilbert space L2(Γ\G,ϕ). We infer that
R(f) = R(△+ 1)−NR(g) is of trace class.
Let χ : [0,∞[→ [0, 1] be a monotonic C2N -function with compact support,
χ ≡ 1 on [0, 1] and |χ(k)(t)| ≤ 1 for k = 1, . . . , 2N . Let hn(x) := χ(
dist(x,e)
n ) for
x ∈ G, n ∈ N. Then |Dhn(x)| ≤
CD
n for any D ∈ gU(g). Let fn = hnf then
fn → f locally uniformly.
Claim. For the L1-norm on G we have
‖ Dfn −Df ‖1→ 0
as n→∞ for any D ∈ U(g) of degree ≤ 2N .
Proof of the claim: By the Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt theorem D(fn) = D(hnf) is
a sum of expressions of the type D1(hn)D2(f) and D1 can be chosen to be the
identity operator or in gU(g). The first case gives the summand hnD(f) and it
is clear that ‖ Df − hnDf ‖1 tends to zero as n tends to infinity. For the rest
assume D1 ∈ gU(g). Then |D1(hn)(x)| ≤
c
n hence ‖ D1(hn)D2(f) ‖1 tends to
zero because D2(f) is in L
1(G). The claim follows.
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To prove the lemma we estimate the operator norm as
‖ R((△+ 1)Nfn)−R((△+ 1)
Nf) ‖ ≤ ‖ (△+ 1)Nfn − (△+ 1)
Nf ‖1
the latter tends to zero according to the claim proven above. Denoting the trace
norm by ‖ . ‖tr we infer
‖ R(fn)−R(f) ‖tr
=‖ R(△+ 1)−N (R((△+ 1)Nfn)−R((△+ 1)
Nf)) ‖tr
≤‖ R(△+ 1)−N ‖tr‖ R((△+ 1)
Nfn)−R((△+ 1)
Nf) ‖
which tends to zero. Therefore trR(fn) tends to trR(f) as n→∞. It follows∑
pi∈Gˆ
NΓ,ω(π)tr π(f) = trR(f)
= lim
n
trR(fn)
= lim
n
∑
[γ]
tr ω(γ)vol(Γγ\Gγ)Oγ(fn).
Now suppose as an additional condition that f ≥ 0 and ω = 1. Then we are
allowed to interchange the limit and the sum by monotone convergence and thus
in this case ∑
pi∈Gˆ
NΓ,1(π)tr π(f) =
∑
[γ]
vol(Γγ\Gγ)Oγ(f).
In particular, the right hand side is finite. For general f and ω, we use the
boundedness of tr ω and we can justify the same interchange by dominated
convergence if we show that there is f˜ ∈ L12N,1(G) with f˜ ≥ |f |, because then
the trace formula is valid for f˜ and thus∑
[γ]
vol(Γγ\Gγ)Oγ(f˜) < ∞.
It remains to show the existence of f˜ . For this let U, V be small neighbourhoods
of the unit in G with U ⊂ V . Let α ∈ C∞(G) with values in [0, 1], support in
V and such that α ≡ 1 on U . Since Xf is bounded for every X ∈ g it follows
that there is C > 0 such that for small t > 0 and every x ∈ G one has
||f(x exp(tX))| − |f(x)|| ≤ |f(x exp(tX))− f(x)|
≤ Ct.
One has
|f | ∗ α(x) =
∫
G
|f(y)|α(y−1x) dy
=
∫
G
|f(xy−1|α(y) dy
≥
∫
U
|f(xy−1)| dy.
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It follows that there exists ε > 0 with
|f | ∗ α(x) ≥ ε|f(x)|
for every x ∈ G. Set f˜ = 1ε |f | ∗ α, then f˜ lies in L
1
2N,1(G) and f˜ ≥ |f |. By the
above the trace formula is valid for f . Finally, the norm-estimates also imply
the claimed continuity of the linear functional f 7→ tr (R(f)) on L12N(G). 
4 The Lefschetz formula
In this section G will be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center.
4.1 Euler characteristics
Let L be a real reductive group and suppose there is a finite subgroup E of
the center of L and a reductive and Zariski-connected linear group L over R
such that L/E is isomorphic to a subgroup of L(R) of finite index. Note that
these conditions are satisfied whenever L is a Levi component of a connected
semisimple group G with finite center. Let KL be a maximal compact subgroup
of L and let Γ be a cocompact discrete subgroup of L. Fix a nondegenerate
invariant bilinear form on the Lie algebra l0 of L such that B is negative definite
on the Lie algebra of KL and positive definite on its orthocomplement. Let θ
be the Cartan involution fixing KL pointwise then the form −B(X, θ(Y )) is
positive definite and thus defines a left invariant metric on L. For any closed
subgroup Q we get a left invariant metric on Q. The volume element of that
metric gives a Haar measure, called the standard volume with respect to B on
Q.
Let Γ ⊂ G denote a cocompact discrete subgroup. If Γ is torsion free, it acts
fixed point free on the contractible space X and hence Γ is the fundamental
group of the Riemannian manifold
XΓ = Γ\X = Γ\G/K
it follows that we have a canonical bijection of the homotopy classes of loops:
[S1 : XΓ]→ Γ/conjugacy.
For a given class [γ] let Xγ denote the union of all closed geodesics in the
corresponding class in [S1 : XΓ]. Then Xγ is a smooth submanifold of XΓH
[12], indeed, it follows that
Xγ ∼= Γγ\Gγ/Kγ,
where Gγ and Γγ are the centralizers of γ in G and Γ and Kγ is a maximal
compact subgroup of Gγ . Further all closed geodesics in the class [γ] have the
same length lγ .
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Let r ∈ N0. If Γ is torsion-free, we define the r-th Euler characteristic of Γ by
χr(Γ) = χr(XΓ) =
dimXΓ∑
j=0
(−1)j+r
(
j
r
)
bj(XΓ),
where bj(XΓ) is the j-th Betti number of XΓ. We want to extend this notion
to groups Γ which are not necessarily torsion-free.
Let nowH be a θ-stable Cartan subgroup, thenH = AB, whereA is a connected
split torus and B ⊂ KL is a Cartan ofKL. On the space L/H we have a pseudo-
Riemannian structure given by the form B. The Gauss-Bonnet construction
([11] sect. 24 or see below) generalizes to Pseudo-Riemannian structures to give
an Euler-Poincare´ measure η on L/H . Define a (signed) Haar-measure by
µEP = η ⊗ (normalized Haar measure on H).
Let W = W (L,H) denote the Weyl group and let WC = W (LC, HC) be the
Weyl group of the complexifications. Let the generic Euler characteristic be
defined by
χgen(Γ\L/KL) =
µEP (Γ\L)
|W |
.
Write XΓ = Γ\L/K.
Lemma 4.1 If H is compact and Γ is torsion-free, then the generic Euler char-
acteristic equals the ordinary Euler characteristic, i.e., χgen(XΓ) = χ(XΓ).
Proof: In this case we have H = B. The Gauss-Bonnet Theorem tells us
η(Γ\L/B) = χ(Γ\L/B).
Now Γ\L/B → Γ\L/KL is a fiber bundle with fiber KL/B, therefore we get
χ(Γ\L/B) = χ(Γ\L/KL)χ(KL/B).
Finally the Hopf-Samelson formula says χ(KL/B) = |W |. 
For the next proposition assume that A is central in L, L = AL1 where L1 has
compact center. Let C denote the center of L, then A ⊂ C and C = ABC ,
where BC = B ∩C. Let L
′ be the derived group of L and let Γ′ = L′ ∩ ΓC and
ΓC = Γ∩C then by Lemma 3.3 in [34] we infer that ΓC is a cocompact subgroup
of C and Γ′ is a cocompact discrete subgroup of L′. Let ΓA = A ∩ ΓCBC the
projection of ΓC to A. Then ΓA is discrete and cocompact in A.
Proposition 4.2 Assume Γ is torsion-free and A is central in L of dimension
r, and Γ′ ⊂ Γ is a subgroup of finite index. Then the group A/ΓA acts freely on
XΓ and χgen(XΓ) = χr(Γ)vol(A/ΓA). It follows that
χr(Γ) = χr(Γ
′)
[ΓA : Γ
′
A]
[Γ : Γ′]
.
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Proof: The group AΓ = A/ΓA acts on Γ\L/B by multiplication from the right.
We claim that this action is free, i.e., that it defines a fiber bundle
AΓ → Γ\L/B → Γ\L/H.
To see this let ΓxaB = ΓxB for some a ∈ A and x ∈ L, then a = x−1γxb for
some γ ∈ Γ and b ∈ B. Writing γ as γ′aγbγ with γ
′ ∈ Γ′ and aγ ∈ A and bγ ∈ B
we conclude that aγ ∈ ΓA and a = aγ , whence the claim.
In the same way we see that we get a fiber bundle
AΓ → Γ\L/KL → AΓ\L/KL.
We now apply the Gauss-Bonnet theorem to conclude
χgen(XΓ) = vol(A/ΓA)
η(Γ\L/H)
|W |
= vol(A/ΓA)
χ(Γ\L/H)
χ(KL/B)
= vol(A/ΓA)
χ(AΓ\L/B)
χ(KL/B)
= vol(A/ΓA)χ(AΓ\L/KL).
It remains to show that χ(A\XΓ) = χr(Γ). For this let a0 be the real Lie algebra
of A and let lder0 be the Lie algebra of the derived group L
der. The Lie algebra
l0 of L can be written as
l0 = a0 ⊕ l
der
0 ⊕ ζ0,
where ζ0 is central in l0. Let X1, . . . , Xr be a basis of a0. We consider Xj as
a vector filed on Γ\L/KL by means of the left translation. Let ω1, . . . , ωr be
the dual basis of a∗0. Via the above decomposition we can view each ωj as an
element of l∗0, thus as a 1-form on L which is bi-invariant and induces a 1-form
on Γ\L/KL. Since A ∼= R
r and the ωj are the differential forms given by a
set of co-ordinates, the forms ω1, . . . , ωr are all closed. The group AΓ = A/ΓA
is connected and compact, therefore the cohomology of the deRham complex
of Γ\L/KL coincides with the cohomology of the subcomplex of AΓ-invariants
Ω(XΓ)
AΓ . Using local triviality of the bundles one sees that
Ω(XΓ)
AΓ =
⊕
I⊂{1,...,r}
π∗Ω(A\XΓ) ∧ ωI ,
where π is the projection XΓ = Γ\L/KL → AΓ\L/KL = A\XΓ and
ω{i1,...,ik} = ωi1 ∧ · · · ∧ ωik
for i1 < i2 < · · · < ik. Since the ωj are closed, it follows for the real valued
cohomology that
H•(XΓ) ∼=
⊕
I⊂{1,...,r}
H•−|I|(A\XΓ).
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So we compute
χr(Γ) =
dimXΓ∑
j=r
(−1)j+r
(
j
r
)
bj(XΓ)
=
dimXΓ∑
j=r
(−1)j+r
(
j
r
) ∑
I⊂{1,...,r}
bj−|I|(A\XΓ)
=
dimXΓ∑
j=r
(−1)j+r
(
j
r
) r∑
k=0
(
r
k
)
bj−k(A\XΓ)
=
dimA\XΓ∑
p=0
bp(A\XΓ)
dimXΓ∑
j=r
(−1)j+r
(
j
r
)(
r
j − p
)
= χ(A\XΓ).
The last step uses the combinatorial identity
r+p∑
j=r
(−1)j+r
(
j
r
)(
r
j − p
)
= (−1)p.

Define the r-th Euler-number of Γ by
χr(Γ) = χr(Γ
′)
[ΓA : Γ
′
A]
[Γ : Γ′]
,
where Γ′ ⊂ Γ is a torsion-free subgroup of finite index (which always exists by
Selberg’s Lemma [28]). Proposition 4.2 shows that χr(Γ) does not depend on
the choice of Γ′. Further, this definition allows us to extend Proposition 4.2 to
arbitrary cocompact Γ:
χgen(XΓ) = χr(Γ) vol(A/ΓA).
We will compute χgen(XΓ) in terms of root systems. Let Φ denote the root
system of (l, h), where l and h are the complexified Lie algebras of L and H . Let
Φn be the set of noncompact imaginary roots and choose a set Φ
+ of positive
roots such that for α ∈ Φ+ nonimaginary we have that αc ∈ Φ+. Let ν =
dimL/KL − rankL/KL, let ρ denote the half of the sum of all positive roots.
For any compact subgroup U of L let v(U) denote the standard volume.
Theorem 4.3 The generic Euler number satisfies
χgen(XΓ) =
(−1)|Φ
+
n ||WC|
∏
α∈Φ+(ρ, α)v(KL)
(2π)|Φ+||W |2ν/2v(B)
vol(Γ\L)
= c−1L |WC|
∏
α∈Φ+
(ρ, α)vol(Γ\L),
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where cL is Harish-Chandra’s constant, i.e.,
cL = (−1)
|Φ+n |(2π)|Φ
+|2ν/2
v(B)
v(KL)
|W |.
So, especially in the case when A is central we get
χr(Γ) =
|WC|
∏
α∈Φ+(ρ, α)
cLvol(A/ΓA)
vol(Γ\L).
Proof: On the manifold L/H the form B gives the structure of a pseudo-
Riemannian manifold. Let P denote the corresponding SOp,q fiber bundle,
where (p, q) is the signature of B on l0/h0. Let ϕ : H → SOp,q denote the
homomorphism induced by the adjoint representation. We the have P = L ×ϕ
SOp,q. A connection on P is given by the L-invariant connection 1-form
ω
(
A+
∑
α
cαXα
)
= A, A ∈ so(p, q),
where we have used BeP ∼= so(p, q)⊕ ((⊕αgα) ∩ g0). By an inspection in local
charts one finds the following formula for the L-invariant 2-form dω:
dω(e)
(
A+
∑
α
cαXα, A
′ +
∑
α
c′αXα
)
= [A,A′]−
∑
α
cαc
′
αϕ∗Hα.
Let Ω = dω and let Pf be the Pfaffian as in [11] 24.46.10. Let J be the
diagonal matrix having the diagonal entries (1, . . . , 1,−1, . . . ,−1) with p ones
and q minus ones and let P (X) = Pf(JX). Write this as
P (X) = (2π)−m
∑
h,k
χh,kXh1,k1 . . .Xhm,km ,
where m− 12 (p+ q) ∈ N. Let
F (Ω) = (2π)−m
∑
h,k
χh,kΩh1,k1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ωhm,km .
There is a unique G-invariant form FB(Ω) on L/H which at the origin is the
pullback of F (Ω) with respect to a section s : L/H → P . Writing Ω = Ω1 −Ω2
with
Ω1
(
A+
∑
α
cαXα , A
′ +
∑
α
c′αXα
)
= [A,A′]
we get
FB(Ω) = FB(−Ω2) = (−1)
mFB(Ω2).
We call this form η. On the space CXα + CX−α we have that
ϕ∗Y = −α(Y )i
(
1
1
)
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with respect to the basis (Xα, X−α). Let α1, . . . , αm be an enumeration of Φ
+,
then
η = (2π)−m
∑
σ∈Per(Φ)
∑
h,k
χh,k(ϕ∗Hσ(α1))h1,k1 . . . (ϕ∗Hσ(αm))hm,km ω˜σ,
where
ω˜σ = dXσ(α1) ∧ dX−σ(α1) ∧ · · · ∧ dXσ(αm) ∧ dX−σ(αm).
We end up with
η = (2π)m(−1)m
∑
α∈Φ+, σ∈Per(Φ+)
(α, σ(α))ω˜σ
= (2π)m(−1)m|WC|
∏
α∈Φ+
(ρ, α)ω˜σ.
Comparing η with the standard measure given by the form B gives the claim.

4.2 Setting up the formula
Let K ⊂ G be a maximal compact subgroup with Cartan involution θ. Let
X = G/K denote the symmetric space attached to G. Let H ⊂ G be a Cartan
subgroup. Modulo conjugation we may assume that H is stable under θ. Then
H = AB, where A is a connected split torus and B is a subgroup of K. The
double use of the letterB for the group and a bilinear form on the Lie algebra will
not cause any confusion. Fix a parabolic subgroup P of G with split component
A. Then P =MAN where N is the unipotent radical of P and M is reductive
with compact center and finite component group. The choice of the parabolic
P amounts to the same as a choice of a set of positive roots Φ+ = Φ+(g, a)
in the root system Φ(g, a) such that for the Lie algebra n = LieC(N) we have
n =
⊕
α∈Φ+ gα. Let n¯ =
⊕
α∈Φ+ g−α, n¯0 = n¯ ∩ g0 and N¯ = exp(n¯0) then
P¯ = MAN¯ is the parabolic opposite to P . The root space decomposition then
writes as g = a⊕m⊕ n⊕ n¯. Let ρP be the half of the sum of the positive roots,
each weighted with its multiplicity, i.e., for a ∈ A we have a2ρP = det(a|n). Let
A− ⊂ A denote the negative Weyl chamber corresponding to that ordering, i.e.,
A− consists of all a ∈ A which act contractingly on the Lie algebra n. Further
let A− be the closure of A− in G, this is a manifold with boundary. Let KM be
a maximal compact subgroup of M . We may suppose that KM = M ∩K and
that KM contains B. Fix an irreducible unitary representation (τ, Vτ ) of KM .
Let EP (Γ) denote the set of all conjugacy classes [γ] in Γ such that γ is in G
conjugate to an element aγbγ of A
−B.
Take a class [γ] in EP (Γ). Then there is a conjugate Hγ = AγBγ of H that
contains γ. Then the centralizer Γγ projects to a lattice ΓA,γ in the split part
Aγ . Let λγ be the covolume of this lattice.
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Let (ω, Vω) be a finite dimensional unitary representation of Γ.
For any module V of the Lie algebra n let Hq(n, V ), q = 0, . . . , dim n denote
the Lie algebra cohomology [4]. If π ∈ Gˆ then Hq(n, πK) is an admissible
(a⊕m,KM )-module of finite length [18].
For µ ∈ a∗ ∼= Hom(A,C×) and j ∈ N let Cµ,j(A−) denote the space of all
functions on A which
• are j-times continuously differentiable on A,
• are zero outside A−,
• satisfy |Dϕ| ≪ |aµ| for every invariant differential operator D on A of
degree ≤ j.
This space can be topologized with the seminorms
ND(ϕ) = sup
a∈A
|a−µDϕ(a)|,
D ∈ U(a), deg(D) ≤ j. Since the space of operators D as above is finite
dimensional, one can choose a basis D1, . . . , Dn and set
‖ ϕ ‖ = ND1(ϕ) + · · ·+NDn(ϕ).
The topology of Cµ,j(A−) is given by this norm and thus Cµ,j(A−) is a Banach
space.
Theorem 4.4 (Lefschetz formula) Assume that M is orientation preserving or
that τ lies in the image of the restriction map resMKM . There is µ ∈ a
∗ and j ∈ N
such that for every ϕ ∈ Cµ,j(A−) the expression∑
pi∈Gˆ
NΓ,ω(π)
∑
p,q
(−1)p+q
∫
A−
ϕ(a)tr
(
a| (Hq(n, πK)⊗ ∧
ppM ⊗ Vτ˘ )
KM
)
da,
henceforth referred to as the global side, equals
(−1)dimN
∑
[γ]∈EP (Γ)
λγ χr(Γγ) tr ω(γ)
ϕ(aγ)tr τ(bγ)
det(1− aγbγ |n)
,
called the local side, where r = dimA. Either side defines a continuous linear
functional on the Banach space Cµ,j(A−).
The proof will be given in section 4.3
We will give a reformulation of the theorem and for this we need the following
notation. Let V be a complex vector space on which A acts linearly. For each
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λ ∈ a∗ let V λ denote the generalized λ-eigenspace in V , i.e., V λ consists of all
v ∈ V such that there is n ∈ N with
(a− aλ)nv = 0
for every a ∈ A. The theorem above implies the following.
Theorem 4.5 Assume that M is orientation preserving or that τ lies in the
image of the restriction map resMKM . Then we have the following identity of
distributions on A−.∑
pi∈Gˆ
NΓ,ω(π)
∑
λ∈a∗
mλ(π) (·)
λ =
∑
[γ]∈EP (Γ)
cγδaγ .
Here (·)λ means the function a 7→ aλ and mλ(π) equals∑
p,q
(−1)p+q+dimN dim
(
Hq(n, πK)
λ ⊗ ∧ppM ⊗ Vτ˘
)KM
.
The sum indeed is finite for each λ ∈ a∗. Further, for [γ] ∈ EP (Γ) we set
cγ = λγ χr(Γγ) tr ω(γ)
tr τ(bγ)
det(1− aγbγ |n)
.
Corollary 4.6 Assume that M is orientation preserving or that τ lies in the
image of the restriction map resMKM . There is µ ∈ a
∗ and j ∈ N such that for
every ϕ ∈ Cµ,j(A−) the expression∑
pi∈Gˆ
NΓ,ω(π)
∑
p,q,r
(−1)p+q+r+dimN×
∫
A−
ϕ(a)tr (a|(Hq(n, πK)⊗ ∧
ppM ⊗ ∧
rn⊗ Vτ˘ )
KM )da,
equals ∑
[γ]∈EP (Γ)
λγ χr(Γγ) tr ω(γ) ϕ(aγ)tr τ(bγ).
Proof: Let ∧rn =
⊕
j∈Ir
Vj be the decomposition of the adjoint action of the
groupM into irreducible representations. On Vj the torus A acts by a character
λj . We apply the theorem to τ replaced by τ ⊕ Vj |KM and ϕ(a) replaced by
ϕ(a)λj(a). We sum these over j and take the alternating sum with respect to
r. On the local side we apply the identity
dimN∑
r=0
(−1)r tr (aγbγ | ∧
r n) = det(1− aγbγ |n)
to get exactly the local side of the corollary. On the global side we need to recall
that the KM -module ∧
rn is self dual. The corollary follows. 
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4.3 Proof of the Lefschetz formula
The notations are as in section 4.2. Let G act on itself by conjugation, write
g.x = gxg−1, write G.x for the orbit, so G.x = {gxg−1|g ∈ G} as well as
G.S = {gsg−1|s ∈ S, g ∈ G} for any subset S of G. We are going to consider
functions that are supported in the set G.(MA−). By Theorem 2.2 there exists
an Euler-Poincare´ function fMτ ∈ C
∞
c (M) to the representation τ .
For a finite dimensional complex vector space V and T ∈ GL(V ) let E(T )
be the set of eigenvalues of T . Let λmin(T ) := min{|λ| : λ ∈ E(T )} and
λmax(T ) := max{|λ| : λ ∈ E(T )}. We are particularly interested in the adjoint
action of G on its Lie algebra g. So for g ∈ G and V a g-invariant subspace of
g we write g|V for the induced element of GL(V ).
For am ∈ AM define
λ(am) :=
λmin(a|n¯)
λmax(m|g)
.
Note that λmax(m|g) is always ≥ 1 and that λmax(m|g)λmin(m|g) = 1.
We will consider the set
(AM)∼ := {am ∈ AM |λ(am) > 1}.
Let Mell denote the set of elliptic elements in M .
Lemma 4.7 The set (AM)∼ has the following properties:
1. A−Mell ⊂ (AM)
∼
2. am ∈ (AM)∼ ⇒ a ∈ A−
3. am, a′m′ ∈ (AM)∼, g ∈ G with a′m′ = gamg−1 ⇒ a = a′, g ∈ AM .
Proof: The first two are immediate. For the third let am, a′m′ ∈ (AM)∼ and
g ∈ G with a′m′ = gamg−1. Observe that by the definition of (AM)∼ we have
λmin(am|n¯) ≥ λmin(a|n¯)λmin(m|g)
> λmax(m|g)
2λmin(m|g)
= λmax(m|g)
≥ λmax(m|a+m+ n)
≥ λmax(am|a+m+ n)
that is, any eigenvalue of am on n¯ is strictly bigger than any eigenvalue on
a+m+ n. Since g = a+m+ n+ n¯ and the same holds for a′m′, which has the
same eigenvalues as am, we infer that Ad(g)n¯ = n¯. So g lies in the normalizer of
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n¯, which is P¯ = MAN¯ = N¯AM . Now suppose g = nm1a1 and mˆ = m1mm
−1
1
then
gamg−1 = namˆn−1 = amˆ (amˆ)−1n(amˆ) n−1.
Since this lies in AM we have (amˆ)−1n(amˆ) = n which since am ∈ (AM)∼
implies n = 1. The lemma is proven. 
Let C ⊂ M be a compact subset. In our application, C will be the support of
the Euler-Poincare´ function fMτ . Let {α1, . . . , αr} be the set of simple roots in
φ−(g, a). Then α1, . . . , αr is a basis of a
∗ and a−
R
is the set of all X ∈ a with
αj(X) > 0 for j = 1, . . . , r. For a ∈ A we write aj = αj(log a) and thus we
get global co-ordinates on A such that a ∈ A− ⇔ aj > 0 ∀j. For T > 0 set
AT = {a ∈ A : aj ≥ T ∀j}. Then there exists T > 0 such that the set closed
AT · C is contained in (AM)
∼.
The boundary S of (AM)∼ in AM decomposes into two disjoint subsets S =
S1 ∪ S2, where
S1 = {am ∈ S : a 6= 1}
S2 = {am ∈ S : a = 1}.
We want to construct a smooth function χ : (AM)∼ → [0, 1] such that
• χ vanishes to infinte order at every point of S1.
• χ is invariant under conjugation by elements of m.
• χ(am) = 1 if m is elliptic.
• If aj ≥ T for some j and m ∈ C, then
∂
∂aj
χ(am) = 0.
Note that the last condition implies that χ is constant on AT · C.
In order to construct conjugation invariant functions one considers the geometric
quotient M/conj which is an affine variety as M is reductive. Note that on the
complex valued points the map MC → M/conj(C) is open as a consequence
of the Kempf-Ness Theorem [22]. Embed M/conj into affine space An, then
M/conj(C) →֒ An(C) ∼= Cn. We use the isomorphism of A with aR, so we
embed A into Cr. Thus we get a map
α : AM → AM/conj = a× (M/conj) →֒ Cn+r.
Let (ACMC)
∼ be the set of all am ∈ ACMC with λ(am) > 1. Then (ACMC)
∼ is
a complex neighbourhood of (AM)∼ and there is an open subset U of Cn+r such
that ((ACMC)
∼ = α−1(U ∩ α(ACMC)). It follows that for each compact subset
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C of Cn there exists T > 0 such that for every z ∈ Cr with Re(zj) ≥ T ∀j one
has C × {z} ⊂ U . The task of constructing χ now boils down to constructing a
function on U with the indicated properties which is easily established.
Extend χ from (AM)∼ to all of AM by setting
χ(am) = 0, if am /∈ (AM)∼.
Fix a smooth function η on N which has compact support, is positive, invariant
under KM and satisfies
∫
N η(n)dn = 1. Given these data let f = fη,τ,ϕ : G→ C
be defined by
f(knma(kn)−1) := η(n)fMτ (m)
ϕ(a)χ(am)
det(1− (ma)|n)
,
for k ∈ K,n ∈ N,m ∈M,a ∈ A. Further f(x) = 0 if x is not in G.(AM). Note
that indeed, f is supported in the closure of G.(AM)∼.
Lemma 4.8 The function ϕ(a)χ(am)det(1−am|n) is j-times continuously differentiable on
(AM)∼ and vanishes on the boundary ∂(AM)∼ in AM to order at least j −
dim n.
Proof: Let a0m0 be a boundary point of (AM)
∼. If a0 ∈ A
−, then χ vanishes
at a0m0 to infinite order, and so does
ϕ(a)χ(am)
det(1−am|n) . If a0 lies on the boundary of
A−, then the vanishing order is determined by ϕ(a)det(1−am|n) . 
Lemma 4.9 The function f is well defined and for given N ∈ N there are µ, j
such that the map Cµ,j(A−)→ L12N (G); ϕ 7→ fη,τ,ϕ is continuous.
Proof: By the decompositionG = KP = KNMA every element x ∈ G.(AM)∼
can be written in the form knma(kn)−1. Now suppose two such representations
coincide, that is
knma(kn)−1 = k′n′m′a′(k′n′)−1
then by Lemma 4.7 we get (n′)−1(k′)−1kn ∈ MA, or (k′)−1k ∈ n′MAn−1 ⊂
MAN , hence (k′)−1k ∈ K ∩MAN = K ∩M = KM . Write (k
′)−1k = kM and
n′′ = kMnk
−1
M , then it follows
n′′kMmk
−1
M a(n
′′)−1 = n′m′a′(n′)−1.
Again by Lemma 4.7 we conclude (n′)−1n′′ ∈MA, hence n′ = n′′ and so
kMmk
−1
M a = m
′a′,
which implies the well-definedness of f .
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Let N ∈ N. We will show that for Re(µ), j and l sufficiently large the function
f lies in L12N,1(G).
Let the group KM = K ∩M act from the right on K ×N ×M ×A by
(k, n,m, a)kM = (kkM , k
−1
M nkM , k
−1
M mkM , a).
Let (K ×N ×M ×A)/KM denote the quotient, then the projection
K ×N ×M ×A → (K ×N ×M ×A)/KM
is a principal KM -fibre bundle.
Consider the map
F : (K ×N ×M ×A)/KM → G
[k, n,m, a] 7→ knam(kn)−1.
Then f is a j−1−dim(n)-times continuously differentiable function on Z = (K×
N×M×A)/KM which factors over F . Now setD = (K×N×(AM)
∼)/KM ⊂ Z.
Then D is an open subset of Z. Set S = Z ❍ D. The first part of this proof
shows that F is a diffeomorphism on D with open image.
Thus to compute the order of differentiability of f we can apply Proposition 1.8.
To compute the order of differentiability of f as a function on G we have to take
into count the zeroes of the differential of F . So we compute the differential TF
of F . Let at first X ∈ k, then
TF (X)f(knam(kn)−1) =
d
dt
|t=0f(k exp(tX)namn
−1 exp(−tX)k−1),
which implies the equality
TF (X)x = (Ad(k)(Ad(n(am)
−1n−1)− 1)X)x,
when x equals knam(kn)−1. Note that for X ∈ k, unless X ∈ kM , we have
(nAd(am)n−1 − 1)(X) 6= 0. Similarly for X ∈ n we get that
TF (X)x = (Ad(kn)(Ad((am)
−1)− 1)X)x
and forX ∈ a⊕m we finally have TF (X)x = (Ad(kn)X)x. From this it becomes
clear that F , regular on K×N×M ×A−, may on the boundary have vanishing
differential of order at most dim(n) + dim(k). In order to apply Proposition 1.8
we next need to determine the vanishing order of f ◦ F at S.
Applying Proposition 1.8 we get that f is
[
j−dim n−2
dim n+dim k
]
-times continuously dif-
ferentiable on G. So we assume j ≥ 2 dim(n) + dim k + 2 from now on. We
have to show that Df ∈ L1(G) for any D ∈ U(g) of degree ≤ 2N . The same
computation will also show the boundedness of Df for deg(D) ≤ 1. For this we
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recall the map F and our computation of its differential. Let q ⊂ k be a comple-
mentary space to kM . On the regular set TF is bijective. Fix x = knam(kn)
−1
in the regular set and let TF−1x denote the inverse map of TFx which maps to
q⊕ n⊕ a⊕m. Introducing norms on the Lie algebras we get an operator norm
for TF−1x and the above calculations show that ‖ TF
−1
x ‖≤ P (am), where P
is a class function on AM , which, restricted to any Cartan H = AB of AM is
a linear combination of quasi-characters. Supposing j and Re(µ) large enough
we get for D ∈ U(g) with deg(D) ≤ 2N :
|Df(knam(kn)−1)| ≤
∑
D1
PD1(am)|D1f(k, n, a,m)|,
where the sum runs over a finite set of D1 ∈ U(k⊕n⊕a⊕m) of degree ≤ 2N and
PD1 is a function of the type of P . On the right hand side we have considered f
as a function onK×N×A×M . This discussion uses the facts thatK is compact,
N is unipotent, and det
(
Ad(n(am)−1n−1)− 1
)
= det
(
Ad(am)−1 − 1
)
. Finite-
ness of the sum in the inequality above follows from the Poincare´-Birkhoff-Witt
Theorem. Integrating, it becomes clear that for µ and j sufficiently large the
map ϕ 7→ f indeed is continuous. 
We will plug f into the trace formula. For the geometric side let γ ∈ Γ. We
have to calculate the orbital integral:
Oγ(f) =
∫
Gγ\G
f(x−1γx)dx.
by the definition of f it follows that Oγ(f) = 0 if γ /∈ G.(AM)
∼. It remains to
compute Oam(f) for am ∈ (AM)
∼. Again by the definition of f it follows
Oam(f) = O
M
m (f
M
τ )
ϕ˜(am)
det(1−ma|n)
,
where OMm denotes the orbital integral in the group M .
Since only elliptic elements have nonvanishing orbital integrals at fMτ it follows
that only those conjugacy classes [γ] contribute for which γ is in G conjugate
to aγbγ ∈ A
−B. Recall that Theorem 4.3 says
vol(Γγ\Gγ) = χr(Γγ)λγ
cGγ
|Wγ,C|
∏
α∈Φ+γ
(ργ , α)
.
By Theorem 2.9 we on the other hand get
Oγ(f) =
|Wγ,C|
∏
α∈Φ+γ
(ργ , α)
cGγ
tr τ(bγ)
ϕ(aγ)
det(1− aγtγ |n)
,
so that
vol(Γγ\Gγ)Oγ(f) = χr(Γγ)λγ tr τ(bγ)
ϕ(aγ)
det(1− aγbγ |n)
.
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It follows that the geometric side of the trace formula coincides with the geo-
metric side of the Lefschetz formula.
Now for the spectral side let π ∈ Gˆ. We want to compute tr π(f). Let ΘGpi be
the locally integrable conjugation invariant function on G such that
tr π(f) =
∫
G
f(x)ΘGpi (x)dx.
To evaluate tr π(f) we will employ the Hecht-Schmid character formula [18].
For this let
(AM)− = interior in MA of the set{
g ∈MA|det(1 − ga|n) ≥ 0 for all a ∈ A−
}
.
Note that (AM)∼ is a subset of (AM)−. The main result of [18] is that for
ma ∈ (AM)− ∩Greg, the regular set, we have
ΘGpi (am) =
∑dimn
p=0 (−1)
pΘMAHp(n,piK)(am)
det(1− am|n)
.
Let h be supported on G.(AM)−, then the Weyl integration formula implies
that ∫
G
f(x)dx =
∫
G/MA
∫
MA−
h(gmag−1)|det(1 −ma|n⊕ n¯) dadmdg.
So that for π ∈ Gˆ:
tr π(f) =
∫
G
ΘGpi (x)f(x)dx
=
∫
MA−
ΘGpi (ma)f
M
τ (m)ϕ˜(am)|det(1 −ma|n¯)| dadm
=
∫
MA−
fMτ (m)
dimN∑
p=0
(−1)pΘAMHp(n,piK)(am)
×
|det(1− am|n¯)|
det(1− am|n)
ϕ˜(am) dadm.
Now we find that
|det(1− am|n¯)| = (−1)dimNdet(1− am|n¯)
= (−1)dimNa−2ρP det(a−1 −m|n¯)
= (−1)dimNa−2ρP det((am)−1 − 1|n¯)
= a−2ρP det(1− (am)−1|n¯)
= a−2ρP det(1− am|n)
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so that
tr π(f) =
∫
MA−
fMτ (m)
dimN∑
p=0
(−1)pΘAMHp(n,piK)(am)a
−2ρP ϕ˜(am)dadm.
We have an isomorphism of (a ⊕m,KM )-modules [18]
Hp(n, πK) ∼= H
dimN−p(n, πK)⊗ ∧
topn.
This implies
dimN∑
p=0
(−1)pΘAMHp(n,piK)(am)a
−2ρP = (−1)dimN
dimN∑
p=0
(−1)pΘAMHp(n,piK)(am).
And so
tr π(f) =
∫
MA−
fMτ (m)
dimN∑
p=0
(−1)p+dimNΘAMHp(n,piK)(am)ϕ˜(am) dadm.
Let B = H1, . . . , Hn be the conjugacy classes of Cartan subgroups in M . By
the Weyl integration formula the integral over M is a sum of expressions of the
form∫
Hj
∫
M/Hj
fMτ (x
−1hx)ΘMAH∗(n,piK)(x
−1hax)ϕ˜(x−1hax)dx|det(1− h|m/hj)|dh
=
∫
Hj
∫
M/Hj
fMτ (x
−1hx)ΘMAH∗(n,piK)(ha)ϕ˜(ha)dx|det(1− h|m/hj)|dh
=
∫
Hj
OMh (f
M
τ )Θ
MA
H∗(n,piK)
(ha)ϕ˜(ha)|det(1− h|m/hj)|dh,
where we have used the conjugacy invariance of ΘMAH∗(n,piK) and ϕ˜. The orbital
integrals OMh (f
M
τ ) are nonvanishing only for h elliptic, so only the summand
with Hj = H1 = B survives. In this term we may replace ϕ˜(ha) by ϕ(a) so that
we get
tr π(f) =
∫
MA−
fMτ (m)
dimN∑
p=0
(−1)p+dimNΘMAHp(n,piK)(am)ϕ(a)dadm
=
∑
p,q≥0
(−1)p+q+dimN
∫
A−
ϕ(a)tr (a|(Hq(n, πK)⊗ ∧
ppM ⊗ Vτ˘ )
KM )da.
The theorem follows. 
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